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Abstract
While iterative development methodologies became increasingly prevalent, incremental
testing methods are lagging behind. Most traditional test generation algorithms rebuild
test suites from scratch even after minimal changes to the system speciﬁcation have been
made. In order to address this issue, in this thesis I propose incremental test generation
algorithms which maintain existing test suites for ﬁnite state machine models across a
series of system revisions. In each development iteration, the algorithms produce the new
test suite with minimal update by modifying only the elements aﬀected by the series of
changes in the current iteration.
In the ﬁrst part of this thesis I propose incremental algorithms to update a checking
sequence of the HIS-method. The presented solution consists of two autonomous algorithms that maintain the given checking sequence in response to changes applied to the
system speciﬁcation together. The ﬁrst one maintains a state cover set used to reach
all states of the ﬁnite state machine, while the second one keeps a separating family of
sequences responsible to verify the next state of transitions up to date. The eﬃciency of
the proposed algorithms is compared to the traditional HIS-method both via analytical
complexity calculations and comprehensive empirical analyses.
In the second part of this thesis I propose two incremental algorithms to update a
Transition Tour test sequence after changes in a deterministic ﬁnite state machine model.
The algorithms use existing information to update the test cases of the system in response
to the modiﬁcation; in particular, they use the Eulerian graph of a previous system version
and an Euler tour over it. The ﬁrst algorithm keeps an Eulerian graph up to date, while
the second algorithm maintains an Euler tour over the Eulerian graph. The eﬃciency
of the proposed algorithms is compared to the traditional TT-method: analytical and
empirical analyses are also performed.

i

Kivonat
Miközben az iteratív fejlesztési módszertanok mind inkább előtérbe kerülnek, az ezeket
kiszolgálni hivatott, a fejlesztések lépéseit nyomon követő inkrementális tesztgeneráló algoritmusok megjelenése várat magára. A legtöbb tesztgeneráló algoritmus teljesen az
alapokról újraépíti a tesztkészleteket abban az esetben is, ha a rendszer speciﬁkációjában
csak minimális változtatások történtek. Jelen disszertációban olyan inkrementális algoritmusokat javaslok, amelyek egy véges automata formájában megadott speciﬁkáció teljes
tesztkészletének karbantartására képesek a rendszerben végbemenő változtatások során.
Minden egyes fejlesztési lépésben az algoritmusok egy új, érvényes tesztkészletet adnak,
úgy, hogy csak azokat az elemeket módosítják, amelyeket az adott iteráció változtatásai
érintettek.
Disszertációm első részében a HIS-method ellenőrző szekvenciájának karbantartására
javaslok algoritmusokat. Az eljárás két független részből áll, melyek együtt képesek az
adott ellenőrző szekvencia karbantartására a rendszer speciﬁkációjában végbemenő változtatások során. Az első algoritmus egy állapot lefedő halmaz frissítését végzi, mellyel a
véges automata összes állapota elérhető. A második algoritmus az elválasztó szekvenciák
családjának karbantartását végzi, ami az egyes végállapotok ellenőrzésére szolgál. A javasolt algoritmusok hatékonyságát analitikus komplexitáselemzések és kiterjedt szimulációk
segítségével hasonlítom össze a hagyományos HIS-methoddal.
Disszertációm második részében algoritmusokat javaslok az állapotátmeneti séta formájában adott tesztszekvenciák karbantartására változó determinisztikus véges automaták
esetében. Az eljárás segédinformációk – a rendszer előző verziójának Euler gráfja és az
e fölött értelmezett Euler-kör – felhasználásával képes a tesztesetek karbantartására az
automatában végbemenő változtatások során. Az első algoritmus egy Euler gráfot tart
karban a speciﬁkációban alkalmazott módosítások függvényében, míg a második algoritmus az e fölött értelmezett Euler-kört frissíti a változtatások hatására. Az algoritmusok
hatékonyságát analitikus és szimulációs módszerek segítségével hasonlítom össze a hagyományos állapotátmeneti séta generáló eljárással.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Testing plays a very important role in software and hardware development. The complexity
of software and hardware products is continuously increasing, whereas the time frame
available for the development of a new product is becoming shorter. The fast-paced
development increases the probability of faults. While quality assurance is essential, the
resources available for testing may be limited compared to the large amount of work to
be done. The testing process of an end product often needs to be carried out without
knowing the exact internal architecture of the product we want to test.
A promising solution for the problems above is to formulate the requirements of the
product in a formal language and use this description as a starting point for creating test
cases. Formal descriptions can help understand how the system works in the early design
phase and in turn augment or redesign it as required. Several formal description techniques
exist to help the developer such as behavior trees [27, 28], petri nets [65], ﬁnite state machines (FSMs) [42,59], labeled transition systems (LTSs) [54] and high-level programming
languages. These formal descriptions can be also used in the automated veriﬁcation of
the speciﬁcation; test cases can be derived directly from them. This methodology is called
model-based testing. Many model based testing tools have been developed in the past
few years, such as LTS-based tools Spec Explorer [4] and TorX [6], and FSM-based tools
Conformiq Designer [1], Elvior TestCast Generator [5] and Reactis [3].
As FSMs are the most common formal description for telecommunication software and
protocols, this thesis will concentrate on test generation based on FSM models.
Although such methods have been studied extensively in the last decades [17,23,42,59],
very little eﬀort has been invested in dynamic scenarios involving changing system speciﬁcations. Almost all FSM-based test generation algorithms assume rigid, unchanging
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speciﬁcations. This is especially surprising considering that most recent system development methodologies propose incremental approaches involving step-by-step reﬁnement
of the system under development [26, 46, 82]. Such a methodology is for example the
widespread and popular Agile in software development [62]. Large telecommunication
software and protocols change only slightly from one version to another when the degree
of change is compared to the size of the entire system. One of the main obstacles that
has kept FSM model-based testing from becoming widespread is that during the development phase there is simply not enough time to generate test cases from scratch after
each development step. Another fundamental problem is that even if the test cases for
the full system speciﬁcation are available, the resources are typically insuﬃcient to test
all aspects of the speciﬁcation that have not changed since the previous version. To solve
these problems, FSM model-based testing research should focus on dynamically evolving
speciﬁcations.
From the testing perspective, iterative approaches open new possibilities for improving
test generation methods. By identifying the eﬀect of changes in each iteration step during
development, one may want to reuse as much of the test set of the previous version of the
system as possible, and focus test generation only on speciﬁc parts of the system. This
may result in signiﬁcantly faster test generation in most iterative development scenarios.
This approach supports both testing of the entire system and testing speciﬁc parts of
the system, which are aﬀected by the series of changes applied to the speciﬁcation. The
partition of the tested system into aﬀected and unaﬀected parts also matches recent, non
model-based software testing practices (e.g. functional tests focus on the new functionality
of the software and the role of regression tests is to assure backward compatibility). As a
result, iterative approaches in FSM model-based testing can be easily adapted into current
software testing methodologies. To conclude, incremental solutions in FSM model-based
testing would eﬃciently speed up test generation and test execution of telecommunication software and protocols, making the FSM model-based testing more suited for recent
development methodologies.
I will address this issue in this dissertation, speciﬁcally how tests can be eﬃciently
generated and executed for changing systems speciﬁed in the form of FSMs. The structure of the thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 gives the basic deﬁnitions, such as
graphs and FSMs. Chapter 3 concentrates on FSM-based test generation: it discusses its
structure, the assumptions that have to be made for FSM-based testing, and reviews relevant test generation methods. Chapter 4 introduces the incremental approach, which is
the cornerstone of this thesis. In Chapter 5, I propose two incremental algorithms, which
when used together maintain the test cases of the HIS-method through updates made in
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the system speciﬁcation. I demonstrate the methods with an example and provide analytical and practical analyses of their complexity. In Chapter 6, I propose two incremental
algorithms, which together keep a Transition Tour updated across changes of the system
speciﬁcation. My solution is demonstrated with an example and complexity calculations,
and extensive simulations are also performed. Finally, I summarize the dissertation in
Chapter 7.

Chapter 2

Preliminaries
2.1

Directed Graphs

Let G = (V, E) be a labeled directed graph (possibly with loops and parallel edges), where
V = {s1 , . . . , sn } denotes the set of nodes and E = {e1 , . . . , em } denotes the set of directed
edges. An edge e = (sx , sy ) is said to be directed from sx to sy , and can be denoted by
sx → sy , where sx is the source and sy is the destination of e. Let the number of nodes
and edges be denoted by n = |V| and m = |E|, respectively.
A directed path in a directed graph G is a sequence of distinct nodes such that from
each node there is a directed edge in G to the next node in the sequence. A ﬁnite path
always has a ﬁrst node, called start node, and a last node, called end node. Let the directed
path from start node sy to end node sx be denoted by sy → . . . → sx .
A directed graph is strongly connected, iﬀ a directed path exists from each node to
every other node. The strongly connected components (SCCs) of graph G are the maximal
strongly connected subgraphs of graph G. If an SCC consists of a single node, we call it
a singleton SCC, otherwise it is a non-singleton SCC. A directed acyclic graph (DAG) is
a directed graph that does not have directed cycles. A directed graph is DAG iﬀ all of its
SCCs are singletons.
Let the number of directed edges originating from node sj be denoted by deg + (sj ),
and the number of directed edges that lead to node sj by deg − (sj ). We say that node sj
is balanced iﬀ deg − (sj ) = deg + (sj ), otherwise unbalanced.
The Euler tour is a cycle that traverses every edge exactly once in a given graph. We
say that a graph is Eulerian, iﬀ it has an Euler tour. In directed graphs, there exists an
Euler tour iﬀ the graph is strongly connected and every node of the graph is balanced, i.e.
∀sj ∈ V : deg − (sj ) = deg + (sj ) [39].

4
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Finite State Machines

Finite State Machines (FSMs) have been widely used for decades to model systems in
various areas, such as sequential circuits [35], communication protocols [47], some types of
software [10, 11] (in lexical analysis, pattern matching etc.) and object-oriented software
testing [14]. Several speciﬁcation languages, such as SDL [52,81,89] and ESTELLE [87,89],
are extensions of the FSM formalism.
There are two types of FSMs: M ealy machines and M oore machines.
A Mealy FSM M is a quadruple M = (I, O, S, T ) where I, O, and S are the ﬁnite and
nonempty sets of input symbols, output symbols and states, respectively. T is the ﬁnite
and nonempty set of transitions between states. Each transition t ∈ T is a quadruple
t = (sj , i, o, sk ), where sj ∈ S is the start state, i ∈ I is an input symbol, o ∈ O is an
output symbol and sk ∈ S is the next state.
The M oore machine can be considered as a special case of the M ealy machine, in
which the output o and next state sk of the transition t is determined only upon the start
state sj of t.
The Mealy and Moore machines can be converted to each other. The current thesis
concentrates on Mealy machines, thus the keywords “machine” and “FSM” will always
refer to Mealy machines.
An FSM can be represented with a state transition graph, which is a directed edgelabeled graph whose nodes are labeled with state symbols of the machine and whose edges
correspond to the transitions between the states represented by the nodes at its ends.
Each edge is labeled with the input and the output, written as i/o, associated with the
transition.
The number of states, transitions and inputs of an FSM is denoted by n = |S|, m = |T |,
and p = |I|, respectively.
FSM M is deterministic, if for each (sj , i) state-input pair there exists at most one
transition in T , otherwise it is non-deterministic. If there is at least one transition t ∈ T
for all state-input pairs, the machine is said to be completely specified, otherwise it is
incompletely or partially specified.
In case of deterministic and completely speciﬁed FSMs, each (sj , i) state-input pair
deﬁnes exactly one transition, which can be given as t = (sj , i, λ(sj , i), δ(sj , i)), where
λ: S × I → O denotes the output function and δ: S × I → S denotes the next state
function [59]. In this case m = p · n.
For a given set of symbols Σ, Σ∗ is used to denote the set of all ﬁnite sequences over Σ.
Let K ⊆ Σ∗ be a set of sequences over Σ. The prefix closure of K, denoted by Pref(K),
includes all the preﬁxes of all sequences in K. The set K is prefix-closed if Pref(K) = K.
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Let us extend the next state function δ and output function λ from input symbols to
ﬁnite input sequences I ∗ as follows: for a state s1 , an input sequence x = i1 , . . . , ik takes the
machine successively to states sj+1 = δ(sj , ij ), j = 1, . . . , k with the ﬁnal state δ(s1 , x) =
sk+1 , and produces an output sequence λ(s1 , x) = o1 , . . . , ok , where oj = λ(sj , ij ), j =
1, . . . , k. A machine M is strongly connected, iﬀ for each pair of states < sj , sl >, there
exists an input sequence which takes M from sj to sl . This input sequence deﬁnes a
sequence of transitions from sj to sl , which is referred to as a path from sj to sl .
Given FSM M with n states, its spanning tree rooted at s0 can be deﬁned as follows.
A spanning tree of FSM M rooted at the initial state s0 is an acyclic subgraph of its
state transition graph composed of all the reachable nodes (states) and some of the edges
(transitions) of M so that there is exactly one path from s0 to any other state.
Two states, sj and sl of FSM M are distinguishable iﬀ there exists an x ∈ I ∗ input
sequence that produces diﬀerent output for these states, i.e. λ(sj , x) 6= λ(sl , x). Such an
x input sequence is called a separating sequence of the two non-equivalent states sj and
sl . Otherwise (if such sequence does not exist) we say that states sj and sl are equivalent
(indistinguishable), i.e. sj ∼
= sl , iﬀ for all input sequences x ∈ I ∗ , λ(sj , x) = λ(sl , x). A
machine is reduced if no two states are equivalent, that is, each pair of states <sj , sl > are
distinguishable. State minimization is a transformation into an equivalent, reduced state
machine by merging equivalent states.
In the rest of the thesis the string concatenation operator will denoted by “.”. This
concatenation operator is extended to cover sets, too. Given two sets of input sequences
denoted by A and B, respectively, let us denote by A.B the set of input sequences produced
by concatenating all the input sequences of set A with all the input sequences of set B,
eﬀectively forming a cross product.

Chapter 3

FSM-based Test Generation

(a) FSM test generation

(b) FSM testing

Figure 3.1: FSM Model-based conformance testing
The problem of testing FSMs has a very extensive literature [16, 17, 19, 23, 42, 56, 59,
64, 90, 96]. The structure of FSM model-based test generation and testing is shown in
Figure 3.1. From the requirements a formal speciﬁcation, an abstract model is created,
which is an FSM in the current case, denoted by M . The speciﬁcation machine M can be
considered a white-box with a known internal structure: its transition diagram is given.
Based on the given speciﬁcation M , an implementation is created, which is assigned to
an implementation FSM Impl. The developed system Impl is considered a black-box
with unknown internal structure: we can only observe its output responses upon given
inputs. Test cases are derived from the speciﬁcation FSM M ; these are the pairs of input
sequences and expected output sequences of M . A set of test cases form a test suite –
see Figure 3.1(a). Then this test suite is applied to the System Under Test (SUT) Impl
and the tester checks whether the observed output sequences of Impl are equivalent to
the expected results derived from machine M – see Figure 3.1(b). This type of testing
problem is called conformance testing. The role of conformance testing is to decide whether
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the implementation machine Impl correctly implements or conforms to the speciﬁcation
machine M . Sometimes the problem of conformance testing is also called fault detection
or – in the ﬁelds of circuits and switching systems – machine verification [17].
Generally, the former procedure of testing can only ”be used to show the presence of
bugs, but never to show their absence” [22]. In contrast to the general case, however,
if some well deﬁned assumptions hold, it is possible to create FSM-based conformance
testing algorithms that are not only able to show the faults of a well-deﬁned class, but
they are also able to show the absence of faults, i.e. they can show if machine Impl
implements speciﬁcation machine M correctly [17]. To assure the latter property of FSMbased conformance testing, there are a number of assumptions usually made in literature
and can be divided into the following two groups:
• Fault models: deﬁne the types of faults the test designer is interested in, and
• Assumptions about speciﬁcation and implementation FSMs,
discussed in the next two sections.

3.1

FSM Fault Models

The enormous number of possible implementation faults both in software and hardware
development frameworks force engineers to classify the possible errors into diﬀerent subclasses at a higher abstraction level. In the case of testing, the test engineer must consider
possible types of implementation faults in order to create a good trade-oﬀ between the
detection of possible errors and the eﬃciency of testing [73]. Fault models describe the
assumptions of the test engineer about the implementation machine he is about to test.
The role of fault models is to restrict the number of possible faulty implementations. Fault
models create a solid background for deﬁning test coverage metrics.
Various fault models have been developed depending on the type of the model used
in the given testing problem [15], but we will only consider those that are relevant in the
current investigation: FSM fault models.
For completely speciﬁed and deterministic FSMs Chow [18] proposed the following
three types of faults:
I. Output fault: A transition of an implementation machine Impl has an output fault,
if for a given state-input pair machine Impl produces an output that is diﬀerent from
the one that is described in its speciﬁcation machine M .
II. Transfer fault: A transition has a transfer fault if for a given state-input pair FSM
Impl goes into a state that diﬀers from the state speciﬁed in the machine M .
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III. Missing state or extra state: Some type of faults can only be modeled by additional
states alongside with transfer faults (for instance, for a given state-input pair, the
implementation FSM Impl enters an invalid state, from where the other states of the
machine are unreachable).
Later, Bochmann et al. [15] extend the fault model of [18] for non-deterministic and
non-completely deﬁned FSMs with the following fault:
IV. Additional or missing transitions: For an incompletely speciﬁed machine, no transition may be speciﬁed for a given state-input pair. For a non-deterministic machine
more than one transition may be deﬁned for a given state-input pair. Thus the faulty
implementation FSM Impl may contain additional or missing transitions compared
to the speciﬁcation machine M .
A usual approach made in literature is that the faults do not increase the number of
the states of the FSM [59], thus the fault model of [18] and [15] are typically restricted to
output and transfer faults [59, 71].

3.2

Assumptions About Specification and Implementation
FSMs

For FSM-based testing, the following assumptions are usually made [17, 59, 96] about
speciﬁcation and implementation machines:
1. FSM M is completely speciﬁed.
2. FSM M is deterministic.
3. FSM M is strongly connected. If the speciﬁcation machine M is not strongly connected, and if in the given test the implementation machine Impl starts at a state
from which some other states can not be reached, then the test is not able to visit
and verify every state of Impl, thus it is not able to determine for certain whether
Impl conforms to M .
4. FSM M is reduced. The reason for requiring a reduced speciﬁcation machine M is
that by observing only the output sequences of Impl upon given input sequences,
one can not distinguish between equivalent machines. Note that if M is not reduced,
then it can always be transformed to an equivalent reduced machine (for example
with the minimization method described in [42] and [56]).
5. FSM Impl does not change during the test experiment and has the same input I
and output O alphabet as M . The reason for this assumption is obvious.
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6. An upper bound is also required for the number of states of the machine Impl.
Otherwise, it would be possible that the faulty part of Impl is never reached by our
test, no matter how long it is. It is usually assumed in the literature [17, 96] that
FSM Impl has no more states than FSM M . In this case, there may be two types of
fault based on the fault model of [18]: (1) output fault, i.e. a transition of FSM Impl
may produce wrong outputs, (2) transfer fault, i.e. a transition of machine Impl goes
into the wrong state. A more general assumption is that the number of states of
Impl is bounded by an integer h, which may be larger than the number of states n
of M . In the dissertation the former assumption will be used, however, in [18, 59] it
has been investigated how test sequences can be extended if the latter assumption is
hold. However, this extension results in the exponential growth of the overall length
of test sequences [17, 96].
The algorithms solving the FSM-based conformance testing may also have additional
assumptions, such as:
7. FSM M and Impl have a reset message. The reset message is a special input symbol
r ∈ I of FSM M that takes the machine from any state back to the s0 ∈ S initial
state. That is, ∃r ∈ I : ∀sj ∈ S : δ(sj , r) = s0 . The reset is reliable if it is guaranteed
to work properly in any implementation machine Impl of M , i.e. δ Impl (sIj , r) = sImpl
0
is the initial state of Impl; otherwise it is
for all states sImpl
∈ S Impl , and sImpl
0
j
unreliable1 .
8. FSM M and Impl have a status message. The status message is a special input
status ∈ I of FSM M : if M receives this input, then it responds with an output
that uniquely identiﬁes its current state and it stays in that state. In the following
we assume that status outputs the index q, when applied to state sq . That is,
∃status ∈ I : ∀sq ∈ S : λ(sq , status) = q, δ(sq , status) = sq . The status is reliable if
it is guaranteed to work properly in any implementation FSM Impl of machine M ,
i.e. λImpl (sImpl
, status) = q, δ Impl (sImpl
, status) = sImpl
for all states sImpl
∈ S Impl ;
q
q
q
q
otherwise it is unreliable. Note that this assumption is only used rarely.
9. FSM M and Impl have set message. For each state sk the set message setk ∈ I is
a special input that takes the machine from the initial state s0 to state sk . That
is, ∀sk ∈ S : ∃setk ∈ I : δ(s0 , setk ) = sk . If the set message is combined with
the reset symbol r, then any state can be reached easily from any other state:
∀sk , sj ∈ S : δ(δ(sj , r), setk ). The set is reliable if it is guaranteed to work properly in
1

Note that a machine with reliable reset capability is strongly connected (assumption 3), iff for each
state sj ∈ S is reachable from the s0 ∈ S initial state.
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any implementation FSM Impl of machine M , i.e. δ Impl (sImpl
, setk ) = sImpl
for all
0
k
states sImpl
∈ S Impl , and sImpl
is the initial state of Impl; otherwise it is unreliable.
0
k
Note that this assumption is only used rarely.
If the speciﬁcation machine has no reset message, then the (strongly connected, completely speciﬁed, deterministic) machine can always be set to the initial state s0 with a
syncronizing sequence, which has a length of no more than n · (n − 1)2 /2 [59]2 . These
synchronizing sequences can be created with O(n3 + p · n2 ), however, ﬁnding the shortest
possible syncronizing sequence is an NP-hard problem [32].
Note that Table 3.1 of Section 3.6 summarizes the assumptions made by diﬀerent test
generation algorithms in the literature.

3.3

The Fundamental Structure of FSM-based Test Generation Algorithms

Given a completely speciﬁed, deterministic FSM M with n states, a checking sequence of
M is an input sequence x that distinguishes M from all other machines with n states.
That is, any implementation machine Impl with at most n states not equivalent to M
produces an output diﬀerent from the output of M on x.
Many methods have been introduced to create a checking sequence for FSMs [16, 17,
59, 96]. These algorithms can be divided into the following two subclasses:
• Algorithms that fundamentally consist of one stage, which checks all the transitions
of the given implementation machine Impl.
• Algorithms that fundamentally consist of two stages. The ﬁrst stage (state identiﬁcation) checks for each state of the speciﬁcation whether it exists in the implementation
as well. The second stage (transition testing) checks all remaining transitions of the
implementation by observing whether the output and the next state conform to the
speciﬁcation.
The methods also diﬀer in the way they check whether the machine is in the expected
state. The following solutions are presented to verify the current state of the machine
[17, 59, 90, 96]:
• Separating family of sequences. A separating family of sequences [96] (which is
sometimes also referred to as the family of Harmonized State Identifiers (HSI) [74])
2

However, if the reset is required multiple times by the testing algorithm (see UIOv, W, Wp, HIS and
H method later), the replacement of the reset symbols by synchronizing sequences may result much longer
test suites.
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of FSM M is a collection of sets Zi , i = 1, . . . , n of sequences (one set for each state)
which satisﬁes the following two conditions: for every pair of states si , sj : (I) there
exists an input sequence x that separates them, i.e. ∃x ∈ I ∗ , λ(si , x) 6= λ(sj , x);
(II) x is a preﬁx of some sequence in Zi and some sequence in Zj . Let us refer
to Zi as the separating set of state si and the elements of Zi are its separating
sequences. Such a family may be constructed for every deterministic, reduced FSM:
for any pair of states si , sj we generate a sequence zij that separates them using a
minimization method [42, 56] for example. Then the separating sets are deﬁned as
Zi = {zij }, j = 1 . . . n for each state si . Every deterministic, reduced FSM has a
separating family of sequences.
• Characterizing set. A Characterizing Set (CS) W of FSM M is a set of input
sequences such that every non-identical pair of states sl , sx can be distinguished by
at least one member of W , i.e. ∀sl , sx ∈ S, l 6= x : ∃wq ∈ W : λ(sl , wq ) 6= λ(sx , wq ).
The CS is a special case of the separating family of sequences: the sets Zi are
identical. Every (completely speciﬁed, deterministic) reduced FSM has a CS. A
method for constructing such minimal CS is described in [42].
• UIO sequence. A Unique Input Output (UIO) sequence ul for state sl of machine
M is a sequence that veriﬁes the given state sl of M , i.e. λ(sl , ul ) 6= λ(sx , ul ),
∀sx ∈ S, l 6= x. Only (completely speciﬁed, deterministic) reduced machines can
have UIO sequences for all states, but not necessary all of them do [17]. If the preﬁx
condition of separating family of sequences holds for UIO sequences, then the UIO
sequences are special cases of the separating family of sequences where all sequences
of the separating family of sequences are singletons. Methods to ﬁnd UIO sequence
are described in [56, 78, 95].
• Distinguishing Sequence. A Distinguishing Sequence (DS) of machine M is an
input sequence d that gives diﬀerent output for every state of FSM M , i.e. ∀sj , sl ∈
S, j 6= l : λ(sj , d) 6= λ(sl , d). Thus, a DS of FSM M is able to identify any state of
M . The DS is a special case of separating family of sequences, which combines the
properties of CS and UIO sequences: each set Zi , i = 1 . . . n of separating family of
sequences are the same and singletons. Only (completely speciﬁed, deterministic)
reduced FSMs may have DS, however, this is only a necessary but not a suﬃcient
condition for the existence of a DS: very few real speciﬁcation FSMs have DS [90].
A minimum length DS, if it exists, can be created with the method described in [56].
• Status message. This special input symbol can be considered as a special case of
DS, where DS d contains only one input symbol (which responds with an output
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that uniquely identiﬁes the current state) and the machine stays in its current state
upon d.

Figure 3.2: The relations of diﬀerent sets and sequences used for state veriﬁcation
Figure 3.2 summarizes how the diﬀerent sets and sequences discussed above relate to
one other. Note that these are preset sequences and sets for state veriﬁcation. If the output
observed by the black box FSM can be looped back to the test cases, it is possible to use
adaptive state veriﬁcation sequences and sets, i.e. decision trees. In this case the extra
information – the observed output of the FSM – may result in a shorter state veriﬁcation
process: a subset of a given state veriﬁcation set can be chosen or a state veriﬁcation
sequence can be shortened.
In the following, the most common FSM-based conformance testing methods will be
discussed, which are based on the previously discussed preset approaches responsible for
state veriﬁcation. However, some adaptive extensions of these methods will be also mentioned.

3.4
3.4.1

FSM-based Test Generation Algorithms
The Simplest Solution

A simple solution is proposed in [47] for conformance testing. In the following, this solution
will be referred to as Simple-method (S-method). The S-method checks each transition
of the machine in the following way: after applying a reset symbol, it uses a set message
to take the machine into the start state of the desired transition, applies the input of
the investigated transition, then it veriﬁes its end state with a status message, i.e. ∀sk ∈
S, ix ∈ I : r.setk .ix .status. The concatenation of these sequences for ∀sk ∈ S, ix ∈ I
produces a checking sequence of M . The problem with the method deﬁned above is that
set and status messages may not exist.
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The TT-method

The Transition Tour (TT) method [68] (which is sometimes also referred to as T-method)
generates a systematic test sequence that traverses every transition of the speciﬁcation
machine M at least once. The TT is the shortest possible test sequence, which provides 100 percent transition coverage and 100 percent state coverage of the speciﬁcation
FSM [91]. The TT-method requires that the speciﬁcation FSM is strongly connected.
The original TT-method [68] guarantees to ﬁnd output faults (because every transition
is tested), but it provides no guarantee to ﬁnd transfer faults [15]. A modiﬁed version
of TT-method [17] guarantees to ﬁnd all output and transfer faults, but it requires a
reliable status message after each transition traverse in order to check if the FSM is in
the presumed state. Formally, if a sequence y = i1 .i2 . · · · in is a transition tour, then
y = i1 .status.i2 .status. · · · in .status is a checking sequence. If the status message is not
reliable, then a double application of status message can be used to discover when it fails
to indicate the current state properly.
The problem of generating a TT test sequence of a speciﬁcation FSM is based on
the Chinese Postman Problem (CPP) [30, 57] in graph theory, where the objective is to
ﬁnd a minimum cost walk that covers each edge of the given graph G at least once and
return to the start node. The resulting sequence is called the postman tour of G. The
original problem was addressed in [57] and diﬀerent variations derived from the original
CPP and their solutions are summarized in [30]. A special case of CPP is the Directed
Chinese Postman Problem (DCPP), where each edge of the graph is directed. The TT is
equivalent with the DCPP with unit costs for each edge.
The algorithms that solve the DCPP [29, 60, 70] have two main parts:
(1) Eulerization: augmenting the original graph G by duplicating some edges to make the
graph Eulerian.
(2) Creating an Euler tour of the Eulerian graph GE .
The resulting Euler tour of the augmented, Eulerian graph GE is the postman tour of
the original graph G.
Eulerization
There are several algorithms that produce an optimal Eulerian graph (i.e. the total cost
of added augmenting edges is minimal). The algorithm presented in [29, 70] reduces the
original problem to a minimum cost network ﬂow problem or an equivalent transportation
problem, and has O(n3 ) time complexity. The algorithm presented in [60] also uses a
similar procedure with time complexity O(k · n2 ), where “the constant k is closely related
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to the structure of the network. For some problem instances, such as the sparse network,
k could be much smaller than m and n” [60]. However, complexity calculations of these
solutions assume that the graph is simple, i.e. the graph does not have parallel and loop
edges. If this assumption does not hold – a graph of an FSM may contain loops and
parallel edges – we cannot have an m < n2 upper bound for the number of edges. Thus,
in the worst case, the algorithm presented in [60] requires (m − n + 1)(3 · n2 /2 + 3 · m)
steps of computation [60], i.e. its complexity is O(m · (n2 + m)). For the same reason, the
solutions presented in [29] and [70] have a complexity of O(n3 + m).
Create an Euler tour over an Eulerian graph
After graph G has been augmented to an Eulerian graph GE , an Euler tour in GE can be
found.
There are two diﬀerent representations of Euler tours: edge-pairing representation and
next-node representation [29]. In the edge-pairing representation for each node, a list of
ordered pairs of consecutive directed edges is created. In the next-node representation, an
order of edges is deﬁned for each node and the node is left after the lth visit across the
edge labeled with l. Both representations have a corresponding algorithm that ﬁnds an
Euler tour called end-pairing and next-node pairing algorithm, respectively [29].
Later, in Chapter 6, the next-node representation of Euler tour will be used by the
proposed incremental algorithm. Thus, the steps of the next-node pairing algorithm [20,29]
are detailed here as follows:
• STEP 1: Find a spanning tree T S of Eulerian graph GE , whose edges are directed
toward the root sr of T S. Thus, every node sk (except k = r) of this tree has one
edge directed away from sk .
• STEP 2: For any node sk (except k = r) specify an arbitrary order for the edges
directed away from sk with the restriction that the edge of the spanning tree T S is
the last in the ordering. For the root sr , specify an arbitrary order for the edges
directed away from sr .
• STEP 3: Finally, the Euler tour of GE can be found by starting from the node sr
and always using a previously untraversed edge with the lowest sequential number.
If the start node sr is reached and all edges of this node have been traversed, then
terminate.
Let χ denote the number of augmenting edges used by the previous algorithm that
transformed graph G to an Eulerian graph GE . The Euler tour can then be created with
O(m + χ) complexity with the next-node pairing algorithm discussed earlier.
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The D-method

The D-method [43, 45] assumes that the speciﬁcation FSM M has a Distinguishing Sequence (DS) denoted by d and uses it to verify the states of the FSM.
First, the machine has to be set to an initial state s0 with a reset or with a synchronizing
sequence. Then the following two stages of the method can be applied:
• Stage 1 (the α-sequence) checks if the states of FSM M are present in Impl as
well. Let sFi denote the ﬁnal state when applying DS d to FSM M at state si , i.e.
sFi = δ(si , d). Let τ (si , sj ) be a transfer sequence, which takes FSM M from state
si to state sj . Such a sequence exists between each pair of states with maximum
length of n − 1 provided that FSM M is strongly connected. For the machine at
initial state s0 , the following test sequence visits and checks each state of the Impl:
d.τ (sF0 , s1 ).d.τ (sF1 , s2 ).d. · · · τ (sFn , s0 ).d. If we observe the expected results, then we
have veriﬁed that for each state of speciﬁcation machine M there is a similar state in
implementation machine Impl and the method continues with Stage 2. Otherwise
FSM Impl does not conform to FSM M .
• Stage 2 (the β-sequence) checks all remaining transitions of FSM Impl. Suppose that
FSM Impl is in state sz and we would like to check the transition t = (si , ix , oy , sj ).
The given transition of machine Impl cannot be tested with τ (sz , si ).ix .d, because
faults may change the next state of transfer sequence τ (sz , si ). For this reason the
following sequence must be used: τ (sz , si−1 ).d.τ (sFi−1 , si ).ix .d. Transfer sequence
τ (sz , si−1 ) is supposed to take FSM Impl into si−1 , then the DS d is used to verify
the end state si−1 , which brings the machine into state sFi−1 . Then we can use the
τ (sFi−1 , si ) transfer sequence, which has already been veriﬁed in Stage 1 and has been
found to be working properly. At the end, the given transition can be traversed with
input ix followed by the veriﬁcation of its end state with DS d.
The D-method guarantees to ﬁnd all output and transfer faults. The main problem
of the D-method is that only a few real speciﬁcation FSMs have a DS [90], thus, the
applicability of this method is very limited. Note that unreliable status messages can
also be used as a DS. If the machine has reliable status message, then the D-method can
be considered as a special case of the modiﬁed TT-method described earlier: a checking
sequence is a TT of FSM M , in which the status message is applied only the ﬁrst time
when a given state is visited.
Lee et al. [95] show that in order to test if a given FSM has a preset DS d is a PSPACEcomplete problem, even if the machine has only binary input and output alphabets. They
also show that there are also machines for which the preset DS d has exponential length. In
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[95] an algorithm is also proposed to ﬁnd adaptive DS with O(n2 ) cost and with maximum
length n2 . In that case, the D-method can be modiﬁed to use adaptive DS instead of preset
ones. As the D-method checks p · n transitions, the total length of the checking sequence
is O(p · n3 ).

3.4.4

The W-method

The W-method [18] uses a Characterizing Set (CS) denoted by W for state veriﬁcation.
As CS W may contain up to n−1 sequences, the method has to visit the same state several
times to apply all sequences of W . To assure that the machine is in the same state when
applying the diﬀerent sequences of CS W , we have to start from a given state and use
the same input sequence to bring the machine into the same desired state. Therefore, the
W-method assumes that the FSM has reliable reset capability, which brings the machine
from any state into initial state s0 , then it uses an appropriate sequence to deliver the
machine to the desired state.
A Transition Cover Set (TCS) of FSM M is a set P of input sequences such that
for each state sk and input ix of FSM M , there exists an input sequence pk ∈ P that
takes the machine from the initial state s0 to state sk and then applies input ix , i.e.
∀sk ∈ S, ix ∈ I : ∃pk : δ(s0 , pk ) = δ(sk , ix ). The set P can be created by breadth-ﬁrst
search of FSM M from initial state s0 . Every branch of this tree is labelled by an input
symbol. Then we can take the input sequences from all the partial paths of this tree, i.e.
all consecutive branches from the root (initial state s0 ) into a node (a state of M ).
The W-method uses TCS P to test every transition of FSM Impl. Then, it applies CS
W to verify the end state of the transitions. Therefore, the set of test sequences can be
created by concatenating every input sequence in set P with every input sequence in set
W after the reset symbol r is applied, i.e. r.P.W . The resulting test set contains no more
than p · n2 sequences of length n + n, thus, the total length of test sequences is O(p · n3 ).
The total complexity of test generation is O(p · n3 ).
The W-method is guaranteed to ﬁnd any output and transfer faults [15]. Note that the
W-method can also be extended to ﬁnd any extra state faults. Let n denote the number
of states in speciﬁcation FSM M and h denote the number of states in its implementation
machine Impl. If Impl has more states than M (h > n), the CS W must be replaced with
the following set: W

S

I.W

S

···

S

I h−n .W [18] where I k denotes k consecutively applied

elements of input alphabet I of M . The total length of test sequences is O(ph−n+1 · n2 · h)
[18].
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The Wp-method

The Wp-method [38] is the improved version of the W-method, which reduces the length
of the test suite of the W-method. The Wp-method also assumes that the speciﬁcation
machine M has a reliable reset.
The Wp-method splits the test into two stages:
• Stage 1 checks if states of FSM M are present in the Impl as well.
• Stage 2 checks all remaining transitions of FSM Impl.
Let Q denote a preﬁx-closed State Cover Set (SCS) Q = {q1 , . . . , qn } responsible for
reaching all states of FSM M . A set Q can be created by constructing a spanning tree
of the state transition graph of the speciﬁcation machine M from the initial state s0 . A
preﬁx-closed state cover set Q is the concatenation of the input symbols on all partial
paths of the spanning tree, i.e. sequences of input symbols on all consecutive branches
from the root of the tree to a state.
In stage 1, the Wp-method uses SCS Q to reach all states of M after applying the
reset symbol, and then it checks the end state with a CS W : r.Q.W .
In stage 2, the Wp-method checks the remaining transitions. Instead of using CS
W , Wp-method uses only a subset of CS W to check all the remaining transitions. The
resulting set is called Identification Set (IS) and can be deﬁned as follows: IS Wi of state si
is a set of input sequences such that for each other state sj , there exist an input sequence
of Wi , that distinguishes si and sj , i.e. Wi : ∀sj ∈ S, i 6= j : ∃x ∈ Wi : λ(si , x) 6= λ(sj , x).
Let R denote the set of sequences that covers all the remaining transitions that have not
been checked in stage 1 (if P and Q denotes the TCS and SCS of M , respectively, then
R = P − Q). Let si denote the next state of the checked transition. Then stage 2 of Wp
can be described as follows: r.R.Wi .
The Wp method has the same worst case time complexity O(p·n3 ) and the same length
of resulting checking sequence O(p · n3 ) as the W-method does. However, the investigation
of [38] and the simulation experiences of [25] show that the length of a checking sequence
generated by the Wp-method is typically shorter than the one generated by W-method.
The Wp-method is guaranteed to ﬁnd any output and transfer faults [15] and it can
be extended to ﬁnd any extra state faults in a similar way as the W-method does.

3.4.6

The UIO and UIOv-methods

The UIO-method [78] assumes that the speciﬁcation machine M has reliable reset capability and a UIO sequence ul for all states sl of M . Completely speciﬁed, deterministic,
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reduced machines do not always have UIO sequences for all states [17], but nevertheless
this is a much more common case than the existence of a DS [9].
The method is similar to the W-method, as it checks all transitions with TCS P ,
but instead of using CS W for state veriﬁcation, the UIO-method uses UIO sequences
to check whether the machine is in the presumed state. Formally, the test cases are
r.P.ul where ul denotes the UIO sequence of sl whereas sl is the next state of the checked
transition. However, the original UIO-method does not guarantee to ﬁnd all output and
transfer faults as a faulty implementation of M may contain another state, which has the
same UIO sequence by fault as a state has in M . In this case the two states can not be
distinguished by the UIO-method.
For this reason, an improvement is proposed in [94], called UIOv-method. The UIOvmethod consists of three stages:
• Stage 1 uses SCS Q to reach the states of the machine and then applies the UIO
sequence ul of the presumed end state sl of Q, i.e. r.Q.ul , where sl denotes the
checked state.
• Stage 2 uses SCS Q to reach the states of the machine and then applies the UIO
sequence of all other states and checks that the output diﬀers from the one applied
at the proper UIO sequence, i.e. v = 1, . . . , n 6= l : r.Q.uv , where sl denotes the
checked state.
• Stage 3 checks all the remaining transitions that have not been veriﬁed in either stage
1 or 2. Formally, r.R.ul , where sl denotes the next state of the checked transition,
and R denotes the set of sequences that covers all the remaining transitions.
Note that stages 1 and 2 are very similar: together they are responsible for state
identiﬁcation using SCS Q and stage 3 is responsible for checking the remaining transitions.
Thus, the method UIOv can be also considered to have two diﬀerent stages. Also note
that the UIOv-method is similar to the Wp-method.
Lee et al. [95] show that in order to determine if a given FSM has a UIO sequence for
a speciﬁc state or all of its states is a PSPACE-complete problem, even if the machine has
only binary input and output alphabets. However, some algorithms [44, 67], which have
exponential worst case complexity use heuristics to eﬃciently generate UIO sequences for
some relevant subproblems. Lee et. al. [95] also show that there are FSMs whose states
have UIO sequences with only exponential length. However, it is shown in [78] and [9]
that in typical applications (such as diﬀerent communication protocol FSMs) short UIO
sequences exist.
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The HIS-method

The HIS-method [74, 96] is very similar to the Wp-method, but instead of a CS W , it uses
the separating family of sequences [96] (which is sometimes also referred to as the family
of Harmonized State Identiﬁers (HSI) [74]) for state veriﬁcation.
Let Q denote a prefix-closed state cover set Q = {q1 , . . . , qn } responsible for reaching
all states of FSM M . Let Z = {Z1 , . . . , Zn } denote the separating family of sequences [96]
of FSM M used to verify the next state of transitions, where Zi = {zij }, j = 1 . . . n are
the separating sets.
The HIS-method consists of two stages:
• The ﬁrst, state identiﬁcation stage uses SCS Q to reach all states of M and then
it veriﬁes the given state with the appropriate member of the separating family of
sequences Z, i.e. ∀si ∈ S it generates test sequences r.qi .Zi . We know that Impl is
similar to M if it passes the ﬁrst stage for all states.
• The second, transition testing stage checks all remaining transitions that have not
been checked in stage 1, i.e. it generates test sequences r.qj .i.Zk for each transition
(sj , i, o, sk ) not in SCS Q.
The result of the two stages is a checking sequence, which starts at the initial state
and consists of no more than p · n2 test sequences, each one with a length less than 2 · n
interposed with the reset symbol [96]. Therefore, the total length of the checking sequence
and the complexity of test generation is O(p·n3 ). Simulations done by Dorofeeva et al. [25]
show that the length of the checking sequence generated by the HIS-method is typically
shorter than the one generated by W-method and is very similar to that generated by the
Wp-method. This is not surprising, as the HIS-method has very similar structure to the
Wp-method.
The HIS-method is guaranteed to ﬁnd any output and transfer faults. It can be applied
both to completely speciﬁed or partially speciﬁed FSMs.

3.4.8

The H-method

The H-method [23, 24] is an adaptive version of the HIS-method; it derives the state
identiﬁers on-the-ﬂy, based on the already generated test suite in order to shorten the
length of the test suite.
As an adaptive method, the length of its test sequences is typically shorter than of
those generated by HIS-method [25], however, in worst case it remains O(p · n3 ).
It can be applicable both to completely speciﬁed or partially speciﬁed FSMs.
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Applicability of FSM-based testing to EFSM models

Note that the dissertation focuses on FSM models, however, as the data ﬂow part of the
protocols can be represented more easily with an Extended Finite State Machine (EFSM)
model, it is brieﬂy discussed how FSM-based techniques can be applied to EFSM systems,
where the original FSM model is extended with variables and operations based on variable
values.
EFSMs can be converted into FSMs, but if all variable-state combinations are considered, it results in a well-known state explosion problem, i.e. the corresponding FSM
for many protocol systems may have many more states than it can be aﬀorded to be
tested [59]. There are many approaches to solve this problem; they are listed in [59]. A
procedure presented in [58] generates a “collapsed” FSM on-the-ﬂy from the EFSM model;
only those variable-state combinations that are used in the EFSM and are reachable from
initial state are generated. In [59] it is shown with a case study of the token ring protocol
of [50] that the size of the converted FSM can be restricted to an aﬀordable size if only a
subset of all variable-state combinations is used.
Another approach is the decomposition of the given protocol into use cases or smaller
functioning parts and creating FSM models and tests for these smaller parts. For example
the three case studies of [33] contain less than 15 states and just a few variables, which are
typically evaluated only in one node of the given model. The decomposition may sacriﬁce
the test of interoperability of distinct parts, but is applicable for testing smaller functions.

3.6

Summary

In this chapter, FSM-based conformance testing has been introduced. It has been shown
that if some well deﬁned assumptions hold, it is possible to create FSM-based conformance
testing algorithms which are not only able to show the faults of the implementation, but
also the absence of faults. After the necessary assumptions had been discussed, the most
important FSM-based conformance testing methods were presented.
Table 3.1 concludes the main parameters of diﬀerent test generation methods.
The TT-method and the D-method consist of a single stage and their test sets contain
only one test sequence, which checks all the transitions of the speciﬁcation. The S, W and
UIO methods also have a single-stage structure, which checks all the transitions of the
speciﬁcation, but their test sets can split into p · n sequences originating from the initial
state of the machine. The W, Wp, HIS and the H-methods have a two-stage structure,
where the ﬁrst stage checks each state of the machine and the second stage checks all the
remaining transitions that have not been checked in the ﬁrst stage. Although formally the
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Method Structure Required
assumptions
(Section 3.2)
S
1 stage
1-9

State
Identiﬁcation
status

Complexity
of test generation
O(p · n)

Length
of test

Comments

O(p · n)

D

2 stages

1-6, DS

DS

PSPACE

Exp.

adapt.
D
TT v1

2 stages

1-6, DS
2, 3, 5, 6

no preset
test
O(n3 + m)

O(p · n3 )

1 stage

adaptive
DS
-

Applicable only if both
set and status messages exist.
Applicable only if DS
exists (it rarely exists).
Adaptive version of D.

TT v2

1 stage

2-6, 8

status

O(n3 + m)

O(m)

UIO

1 stage

1-7, UIO seq.
for ∀sk ∈ S

UIO seq.

PSPACE

Exp.

UIOv

2
(3)
stages

1-7, UIO seq.
for ∀sk ∈ S

UIO seq.

PSPACE

Exp.

W
Wp

1 stage
2 stages

1-7
1-7

CS
CS

O(p · n3 )
O(p · n3 )

O(p · n3 )
O(p · n3 )

HIS

2 stages

2-7

O(p · n3 )

O(p · n3 )

H

2 stages

2-7

sep.
family of
seq.
adaptive
selection
from sep.
family of
seq.

no preset
test

O(p · n3 )

O(m)

Only guarantees to
ﬁnd output faults.
Applicable only if status message exists.
Does not guarantee to
ﬁnd every fault. Applicable only if UIO sequence exists for each
state. Similar to W.
Applicable only if UIO
sequence exists for
each state. Similar to
Wp.
An improved version of
W.
Similar to Wp.

Adaptive
HIS.

version

of

Table 3.1: The diﬀerences between FSM-based test generation algorithms
UIOv-method has three diﬀerent stages, its ﬁrst and second stages together correspond to
the ﬁrst stage of W, Wp, HIS and H, thus it can be also considered a two-stage method.
The presented methods diﬀer in the way they check if the machine is in the presumed
state. The original TT-method is unable to verify states3 , whereas a modiﬁed version
of the TT-method and the S-method use the status message to check the end states of
each transition. The D-method veriﬁes end states with distinguishing sequences, while the
UIOv-method checks states on unique input/output sequences. The W- and Wp-method
rely on a characterizing set for the same purpose. The HIS-method is similar to W and Wp,
but it uses a more general approach to verify states; the separating family of sequences.
The H-method is an adaptive version of the HIS-method: it generates state identiﬁers on
3

It only guarantees to find output faults, thus it is not a checking sequence.
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the ﬂy.
The proposed methods also diﬀer in their assumptions. The original TT-method requires the fewest assumptions; number 2, 3, 5 and 6 of Section 3.2. The assumptions
of the S-, D-, and the modiﬁed TT-method are too restrictive: DS rarely exists in real
speciﬁcation FSMs [90], and the set and status messages may not be available; their existence depend on the design decisions of the speciﬁcation machine. The assumptions 1-7
of W and Wp-method and the assumptions 2-7 of HIS and H-method are not too restrictive assumptions in normal testing frameworks. Besides assumptions 1-7 the UIO and
UIOv method also presume that the FSM has a UIO sequence for all of its states, which
sequences typically exist, but not necessarily (also note that the UIO method does not
guarantee ﬁnding all possible output and transfer errors).
An important parameter is the total length of the test set. Obviously, the shortest test
sequence is generated by the TT: it has O(m + χ) ≈ O(m) length (note that if assumption
1 also holds, then m = p · n can be used in the complexity calculations to compare the
TT-method with other methods, thus test sequence length is O(p · n) in this case). The
W, Wp, HIS and H methods have the same complexity O(p · n3 ) for the total length of test
set. The length of the test set for methods UIO and UIOv is exponential in the worst case
(provided that UIO sequences exist). However, the simulations of [25] show that among
the six methods the W-method has the greatest total length of the test set in practice.
The Wp, UIOv and HIS have the same test set length, which is even shorter in the case
of the adaptive H and is the shortest in the case of UIO. The worst case complexity of
test cases of the D-method is exponential, and as discussed previously, it rarely exists in
practice.
Based on the diﬀerences discussed above, the following algorithms are suggested to be
used for model-based testing of FSMs:
• If we need an algorithm that guarantees to ﬁnd all output or transfer faults and
that does not have too restrictive assumptions, then a method from the very similar
Wp-/HIS-/H-method triple should be selected. The former two are advised if a
predeﬁned test set is required, while the last one is advised if adaptive methods can
be applied.
• For a much shorter test suite the TT-method (v1) must be selected, which may not
guarantee to ﬁnd transfer faults, but it has the shortest possible test suite, which has
100 percent transition and state coverage. Another advantage of the TT-method is
that it requires the fewest assumptions about the speciﬁcation and implementation
machines.
For these reasons, this thesis concentrates on the dynamic test case generation of the
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HIS- and the TT-method. In Chapter 5, a solution is proposed to maintain a test set of
the HIS-method if the speciﬁcation is changed during development (and assumptions 1-7
hold). Chapter 6 introduces a solution to keep a test of TT up-to-date during the update
process (that requires assumptions 2, 3, 5 and 6 hold).

Chapter 4

The Incremental Approach
This section gives an overview on the diﬀerences between batch and incremental algorithms, shows a method for comparing complexities, and reviews related work done in the
ﬁeld of graph algorithms, modelling and testing.

4.1

Batch and Incremental Algorithms

A batch algorithm for a given problem is an algorithm that computes the solution f (y)
of the problem on some input y without assuming any previous results; if input y has
been changed into y ′ , it generates the new output f (y ′ ) from scratch – see Figure 4.1(a).
An incremental algorithm assumes that the same problem has already been solved on
a slightly diﬀerent input. It uses previous input y, along with the changes dy and the
previous output f (y) to generate the new output f (y ′ ) = f (y + dy) – see Figure 4.1(b).

(a) Batch algorithm

(b) Incremental algorithm

Figure 4.1: Batch and incremental algorithms

4.2

Evaluating the Complexity of an Incremental Algorithm

In general, the complexity of a given algorithm is expressed by the maximum number
of steps required as a function of the size of the input. This is a worst-case analysis
25
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adequate for batch algorithms, but it does not provide suﬃcient information in the case of
incremental algorithms. To solve this problem, Ramalingam and Reps [77] introduced an
adaptive parameter ∆, which describes the size of the modified part of the input and the
size of the affected part of the previous output. Thus, ∆ represents the minimal amount
of work required to generate the new output. Parameter ∆ is adaptive as it is not known
a priori: it is calculated during the update process. An incremental algorithm is said to
be bounded if its complexity can be expressed by some function of ∆, and not by the size
of the entire current input. In Chapter 5, the complexities of the proposed incremental
algorithms in terms of this new adaptive parameter are evaluated and compared to the
complexity of relevant batch algorithms.

4.3

Incremental Graph Algorithms

In this section, incremental graph algorithms that relate to our topic are discussed. In
graph theory, the objective of the Shortest Path Problem (SPP) is ﬁnding a path between
two nodes, such that the sum of the costs of its consecutive edges is minimized.
Incremental algorithms for SPP have been extremely well studied in the last decades.
These algorithms can be classiﬁed into several subclasses based on:
• The types of changes they handle:
– edge cost changes: increasing/decreasing the cost of an edge
– edge insertion/deletion1
– node insertion/deletion
• If the shortest path is computed for a single node – Single Source Shortest Path
(SSSP) – or for all nodes – All-Pairs Shortest Path (APSP)
• The batch algorithm they are based on.
Note that the resulting data structure for the SSSP problem is also referred to as the
Shortest Path Tree (SPT). SPTs are widely used in routing problems where each router
stores a path with the minimum sum of costs to each other router in the given area. Thus,
incremental SPT algorithms are applicable when the routing area changes, i.e. a link has
failed, changes have been made in routing costs or the topology has been modiﬁed. As these
changes are typically small modiﬁcations compared to the entire structure of the routing
area, signiﬁcant amount of CPU computation power can be saved if SPTs are maintained
1
Edge insertion can be considered as the following special case of edge cost change: the cost of an edge
is decreased from infinite to a final value. The edge deletion can be modeled by increasing the cost of an
edge from a final value to an infinite value.
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through changes in the routing area instead of generating SPTs from scratch, as batch
methods do. Another advantage of incremental algorithms responsible for maintaining
SPTs is that they prevent routing instabilities caused by batch algorithms, which always
recompute the routing table from scratch if changes have been applied to the network
topology [69].

4.3.1

Related Work

Spira and Pan [83] discuss the problems of maintaining an SPT and a minimal spanning
tree of a graph through a single change. The changes they consider in the graph are
the following: a node is added or removed, the cost of an edge is increased or decreased.
The authors propose an incremental algorithm for maintaining SPT based on Dijkstra’s
algorithm [21] and an incremental algorithm for maintaining a minimal spanning tree
based on Prim’s procedure [75]. Lower bound complexities are also proven for the two
algorithms in the worst case.
Mcquillan et al. [63] introduce an eﬃcient, incremental SPT algorithm, which was used
as the second routing algorithm of ARPANET. The algorithm discussed is an improvement
to Dijkstra’s traditional algorithm [21] so that increments and decrements of the cost of
edges in the graph topology require only incremental calculations of SPTs. As the paper
mainly concentrates on the practical application of the algorithm, it does not contain a
full analytical proof on its complexity nor extensive simulation results, although some
practical observations are discussed.
An eﬃcient, bounded incremental algorithm to the APSP problem by Ausiello et al. [12]
addresses the issue when a single edge is added to the graph assuming that the costs of
edges are integers and restricted to a range.
Frigioni et al. [36] propose algorithms for the SSSP problem. An algorithm is presented
to maintain SSSPs through edge insertions and edge cost reductions. Another algorithm
is introduced to maintain SSSPs through edge deletions and edge cost increases, however,
that one works only for planar graphs. Although the algorithms of Frigioni are able to
handle multiple changes, they only deal with monotonic ones, i.e. sequences of changes of
the same type. Frigioni’s algorithms are based on Dijkstra’s method [21].
In a later paper [37] Frigioni et al. present an algorithm to update SSSPs of the graph
under sequences of edge insertions/deletions, cost changes of edges and insertion/deletion
of isolated nodes. The algorithm extends the one described in [36] with the following: (1)
edge deletion is extended from planar graphs to general graphs, (2) the proposed algorithm
is able to handle multiple changes of diﬀerent types.
Franciosa et al. [34] introduce algorithms for maintaining a breadth-ﬁrst search tree
of a directed graph through changes. The ﬁrst one maintains the breadth-ﬁrst search tree
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after edge insertions, while the second one keeps it up-to-date after edge deletions. As two
independent algorithms are proposed for the diﬀerent types of changes, the methods can
not be considered a solution for a full dynamic update: they are only able to deal with
multiple changes of one type. The complexity of the algorithms is only expressed as the
function of the size of the entire graph, thus this worst-case analysis does not give any
information on the eﬃciency of the algorithm compared to the batch solution.
Ramalingam and Reps [77] discuss the complexity of dynamic graph problems and organize the diﬀerent dynamic graph problems into a complexity hierarchy with the following
three main levels: polynomial bounded, exponential bounded and unbounded. Interestingly, some problems that may seem very similar at ﬁrst sight, for instance the SSSP
problem with positive and with non-negative edge costs, are grouped into diﬀerent complexity levels. The paper also proposes new upper bound algorithms for the SSSP and
APSP problems with positive edge costs if a single edge is added to or deleted from the
original graph. The algorithms determine new distances for aﬀected nodes by using an
adaptation of Dijkstra’s algorithm [21]. A new upper bound result is also proposed for
the circuit annotation problem.
In another work [76] Ramalingam and Reps propose a bounded incremental algorithm
for a generalization of the SSSP problem, called the grammar problem [55], and also brieﬂy
sketch how it can be used eﬃciently for the APSP problem. The paper also introduces a
specialized, more eﬃcient version of the algorithm for positive edge costs. An important
property of the algorithm is that it is able to handle multiple, diﬀerent types of changes:
the arbitrary mixture of edge insertion, deletion and edge cost changes can be applied to
the graph. The complexity of the algorithm is expressed as a function of the size of the
modiﬁed part of the input and the aﬀected part of the previous output, thus it is proven
to be bounded.
Narváez et al. [69] present a new incremental algorithm framework for SPTs. Based
on that framework, two incremental methods are introduced that maintain the SPTs of
changing graphs based on the traditional, batch SPT algorithms – methods of Dijkstra [21],
Bellman-Ford [13] and D’Esopo-Pape [72]. The methods handle SPTs through diﬀerent
edge cost changes: both increments and decrements of edge costs are considered. The
complexity of the algorithms are expressed as a function of the aﬀected part of the previous
output, thus they are proven to be bounded.
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The Incremental Approach in Modelling

The current thesis concentrates on incremental test generation for model-based testing.
Model-driven software development focuses on models instead of programming languages and generates the implementation from these models. Various models may exist,
which describe the developing system in diﬀerent abstraction levels. As these models may
evolve independently, this may result in inconsistency [41]. To solve this problem, model
transforming technologies have been developed. As diﬀerent models evolve step-by-step,
incremental approaches are required to do the synchronization process eﬃciently between
these models across updates of the evolving system.

4.4.1

Related Work

Giese and Wagner [40] present an incremental bidirectional model transformation solution
based on triple graph grammars [79]. The essence of triple graph grammar is that the
correspondence graph stores some auxiliary information about the transformation process
from the graph of the source model to the graph of the target model. This additional
information is used in the presented algorithm to propagate incremental updates of the
source model to the target model. The presented approach is able to synchronize two
diﬀerent models across updates: if new model transformation rules have been added or
transformation rules have been removed. In essence, the added rules form a DAG and the
algorithm traverses this DAG using breadth-ﬁrst search. For removed rules, the algorithm
discovers the successor nodes of the deleted rules with breadth-ﬁrst search. The article
compares the performance of the presented incremental model transformation approach
to the batch solution with an example which synchronizes SDL block diagrams with corresponding UML class diagrams. Unsurprisingly, the paper found that the incremental
approach for model synchronization is very eﬃcient compared to the batch solution if
small modiﬁcations have been made in the models. In [93] Giese et al. discuss the same
approach from a less theoretical but more practical perspective.
Madari et al. [61] present an unidirectional synchronization method between diﬀerent
models based on trace models. In essence, they developed a meta-model to represent
the auxiliary information of model transformation. Instead of performance aspects, the
paper focuses on another advantage of incremental model synchronization: the parts of
the already generated target model, that are corresponding to the new, changed source
model can be kept, thus additional information of target models (such as layout) can be
kept to avoid the confusion of the designer. The presented syncretization algorithm only
deals with adding new nodes to the model, but it does not handle the deletion of nodes
and modiﬁcations of attributes.
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The Incremental Approach in the Field of Testing

Virtually all traditional FSM-based conformance test generation algorithms [16, 17, 19,
23, 59] are batch algorithms. They assume rigid, unchanging speciﬁcations and generate
test sets for them. These approaches are therefore incapable of utilizing any auxiliary
information, such as existing test sets created for the previous version of the given system.
The test sets have to be created from scratch in each evolution step, no matter how small
the change was. This approach handles resources quite ineﬃciently, thus an incremental
approach should be applied.
Incremental test generation algorithms, however, assume changing speciﬁcations, which
are evolving dynamically, step by step. They utilize existing test sequences of the previous
version of the system to generate new test sequences for the updated system version. As
a result, incremental test generation algorithms have the following beneﬁts:
1. They may generate the solution for the given problem signiﬁcantly faster than a batch
algorithm, while they create test cases for the whole system providing the same fault
detection capability as batch algorithms. In iterative software development, when
the new code is compiled and then tested only a few times, the complexity of the
test generation is not negligible.
2. Incremental test generation algorithms may also support change-focused testing. In
change-focused testing only the parts of the system that are aﬀected by the series
of changes are tested. This approach reduces the time required for testing, while
all parts aﬀected by the given changes are investigated. Change-focused testing can
be also used to check the full system if the following two assumptions hold: (I)
the unmodiﬁed parts of the speciﬁcation machine are not changed accidentally or
intentionally in the corresponding implementation machine, and (II) the parts of the
system which are not aﬀected by the changes have been tested in a previous system
version. Change-focused testing corresponds to functional testing of software when
the test engineer checks new features of the software.
3. Incremental test generation algorithms make it easier to keep track of test execution
during the evolution of system speciﬁcation. They do not force the test designer to
learn a new structure of test cases for the unchanged parts of the speciﬁcation as they
preserve the old test cases of the previous system version, which are reusable. This
characteristic, namely keeping test cases unchanged for the unaﬀected parts of the
machine, corresponds to regression tests of software. The essence of regression testing
is to assure backward compatibility i.e. to check whether new functionality in the
system does not introduce new faults in the functions of previous system versions [66].
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If the test cases for the unaﬀected part of the machine remain unchanged, then one
can also apply performance tests for the system to compare the performance of the
new version of the system with older versions of the system.
To conclude, the incremental approach may have three main beneﬁts for software
testing: (1) it can generate test cases eﬃciently for evolving systems, (2) it can support
functional tests of new features, and (3) it can also support regression and performance
tests.

4.5.1

Related Work

An incremental approach in the ﬁeld of testing has been ﬁrst introduced by El-Fakih et
al. [31]. Their method generates test cases only for the modiﬁed parts of the system,
but it is not capable of maintaining a complete test set across changes. The method of
El-Fakih et al. [31] presumes that the parts of the implementation that correspond to the
unmodiﬁed parts of the speciﬁcation have not been changed accidentally or intentionally.
Moreover, the method can not be considered as a true bounded incremental algorithm,
as it uses traditional, batch test generation algorithms, so that its complexity depends on
the size of the input FSM rather than on the extent of changes.
In [71] the modifying behavior of an evolving system is studied and based on fault
models, edit operators are proposed for representing changes to FSMs. The optimal patch
problem – i.e. the minimal cost of the sequence of edit operators that require transforming
a given FSM M into an another FSM M ′ – has been also discussed and is proved to be NPcomplete. In [84] a framework has been developed to analyze the eﬀects of changes on the
test sequences by identifying the consistency between the test cases and the speciﬁcation
machine.
An interesting aspect of incremental test generation for evolving systems is when only
a part of the given speciﬁcation is implemented. Jääskeläinen [53] presents a solution, in
which the unimplemented parts of the speciﬁcation can be ﬁltered out to support incremental testing: the remaining parts can be used to generate test cases for the implemented
portion of the product. Simão and Petrenko [80] investigate the case how a predeﬁned
test set could be incrementally extended until the desired fault coverage is achieved, but
they do not deal with evolving, changing speciﬁcations.

Chapter 5

Incremental Maintenance of a
Checking Sequence
In this chapter, two bounded incremental algorithms are proposed for maintaining a checking sequence through a series of changes. It is assumed that the system speciﬁcation is
given as a reduced, completely speciﬁed, deterministic FSM M that has reliable reset capability and is modiﬁed by a sequence of changes Ω (i.e. assumptions 1-7 of Section 3.2 are
required). It is also assumed that a checking sequence for M (the speciﬁcation machine
before changes) is given in the same form as with the HIS-method (see Section 3.4.7). The
purpose is to create a new, valid checking sequence for the modiﬁed speciﬁcation FSM M ′ .

5.1

Modification of FSMs

Before introducing incremental algorithms that can update a checking sequence through
a series of changes, the possible changes on speciﬁcation FSMs must be discussed.
A consistent approach for representing changes to FSM systems has been proposed
in [71]. Atomic changes to an FSM M are represented with edit operators ω : T → T .
An edit operator turns FSM M = (I, O, S, T ) into FSM M ′ = (I, O, S ′ , T ′ ) with the same
input and output sets. The term “same states” written sj = s′j is used for states that are
labeled alike in diﬀerent machines. Obviously, these states are not necessarily equivalent.
As seen previously in Section 3.1, the fault models of [18] and [15] are typically restricted into output and transfer faults. Based on these faults, two types of edit operators
have been proposed in [71] for deterministic ﬁnite state machines:
• The next state change operator is ω(sj , i, ox , sk ) = (s′j , i, ox , s′l ), where δ(sj , i) =
sk 6= s′l = δ ′ (s′j , i).
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• The output change operator is ω(sj , i, ox , sk ) = (s′j , i, oy , s′k ), where λ(sj , i) = ox 6=
oy = λ′ (s′j , i).
It has been shown in [71] that with some assumptions made, the set of deterministic
ﬁnite state machines with a given number of states is closed under the edit operations
deﬁned above. Furthermore, for any two deterministic FSMs M1 and M2 with the same
number of states and with the same input and output alphabets there always exists a
sequence of edit operations changing M1 to M2 , i.e. to a machine isomorphic to M2 .
In the following, it is assumed that the sequences of changes Ω consist of a sequence
of atomic operators discussed above.

5.2

High-level View

Similarly to the HIS-method, our solution consists of two parts: the ﬁrst one referred
to as State Cover Set Maintenance (SCSM, presented in Section 5.3) maintains a preﬁxclosed state cover set responsible for reaching all states of the machine, while the second
one, called State Identiﬁcation Maintenance (SIM, presented in Section 5.4) maintains a
separating family of sequences used to verify the next state of transitions.

Figure 5.1: Block diagram: Incremental maintenance of the test cases of the HIS-method
The high-level view of our approach is shown in Figure 5.1. The upper part of the
ﬁgure represents the traditional generation of the HIS test sequence: state cover set Q
and separating family of sequences Z are generated, then a checking sequence is created
by the concatenation of the subsequences of these sets (see Section 3.4.7). This checking
sequence is then applied to the system under test (SUT). The auxiliary graph A denotes a
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graph over state pairs of FSM M , which helps generate separating family of sequences Z 1 .
The lower part of the ﬁgure shows how the sequence of changes aﬀects the generation of
the test cases of the HIS-method. The sequence of edit operators turns FSM M into FSM
M ′ . Instead of repeating the previous operations on M ′ , the SCSM algorithm (presented
in Section 5.3) utilizes a preﬁx-closed state cover set Q of the previous system version
to create a valid state cover set Q′ of M ′ . The SIM algorithm (introduced in Section
5.4) maintains a separating family of sequences Z for this development cycle in order to
produce a valid separating family of sequences Z ′ of M ′ . The SIM algorithm also utilizes
and incrementally maintains the auxiliary graph A of the speciﬁcation in order to generate
Z ′ eﬃciently. Then the subsequences of sets Q′ and Z ′ are concatenated into a checking
sequence and can be applied to the modiﬁed system (SUT v2).
The two algorithms show the elements whose test cases are aﬀected by the given
sequence of changes, denoted by AF FQ and AF FZ . Thus, the entire system or only the
aﬀected part of the system can be investigated depending on the testing purpose. The
modiﬁed part of the FSM M ′ and auxiliary graph A′ can also be observed, denoted by
M OD and M ODZ , respectively.
As algorithms maintain a complete checking sequence, the speciﬁcation FSM and an
auxiliary graph of this speciﬁcation FSM through a series of changes, the results can
be used as an input for the next iteration, i.e. the algorithms support the step-by-step
development process of the speciﬁcation.
It has to be noted that a given change to the speciﬁcation FSM may aﬀect the SCSM
and the SIM algorithms diﬀerently. Therefore two separate ∆ parameters (see Section
4.2) have to be used to capture the extent to which the changes aﬀect the two algorithms,
i.e. ∆Q = |M OD ∪ AF FQ |, ∆Z = |M ODZ ∪ AF FZ |.
As the presented approach involves two completely autonomous incremental algorithms, the SCSM and the SIM algorithm may also be applied independently for various
purposes. For instance, they could be used to detect undesirable eﬀects of a planned modiﬁcation during development, such as subsets of states becoming unreachable (denoted by
AF FQW ork ) or equivalent ( denoted by AF FZW ork ).
1
The original version of HIS-method [74, 96] does not use such an auxiliary graph for separating family
of sequences but assumes that such sequences are already available. Separating family of sequences are
typically generated with a minimization method [42, 56], which relies on partitioning states into subsets
such that all states in the same set are equivalent. However, separating family of sequences can also
be generated from a state pair graph and the incremental algorithm presented in Section 5.4 uses this
representation to maintain the related test cases.
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An Algorithm for Maintaining a Prefix-closed State
Cover Set

In this section, an algorithm called State Cover Set Maintenance (SCSM) is proposed to
maintain a preﬁx-closed state cover set Q of speciﬁcation machine M through a given
sequence of changes Ω that turns FSM M into M ′ .
As the set Q of M can be represented by a spanning tree ST rooted at the initial state
s0 (see Section 3.4.5), the problem can be reduced to the maintenance of this spanning
tree across changes. Thus, the objective is to create a new valid spanning tree ST ′ , which
corresponds to the Q′ set of FSM M ′ .
The following notations are used in the description of the SCSM algorithm. A transition is called an ST -transition iﬀ it is in ST . A subtree of ST rooted at state si is denoted
by STsi . The M OD set contains the modified states: sx ∈ M OD iﬀ a transition originating from state sx of FSM M is modiﬁed by a change. State s′y is called q-affected state –
collected in set AF FQ – iﬀ s′y of FSM M ′ is aﬀected by a change with respect to the set
Q. Note that if a state is q-aﬀected, a new input sequence has to be generated for it. Let
AF FQW ork denote the work set that is used to keep track of aﬀected states for which the
new input sequences have not yet been generated. An adaptive parameter is also deﬁned
to capture the extent of changes in the input and the output: ∆Q = |M OD ∪ AF FQ |; the
complexity of the SCSM algorithm is expressed as a function of ∆Q .
The proposed SCSM algorithm has two phases. The ﬁrst one determines the set of
q-aﬀected states of FSM M ′ and deletes spanning edges that lead to these states. Then,
the second phase extends the spanning tree for q-aﬀacted states to create a valid Q′ set
of the modiﬁed FSM M ′ . The detailed description of the SCSM algorithm is described in
Section 5.3.1, but before that a small-scale example is given.
SCSM algorithm example. The following example demonstrates how the SCSM
algorithm maintains a preﬁx-closed state cover set across a change. The following notations
are used in the ﬁgures: bold edges represent spanning tree edges, double circle denotes
the initial state of the FSM and reliable reset transitions are omitted.
Consider FSM M in Figure 5.2(a). Initially let ST ′ = ST , M OD = ∅, AF FQ = ∅
and AF FQW ork = ∅. The modiﬁcation ω(s0 , a, 0, s1 ) = (s′0 , a, 0, s′3 ) is a next state change.
The starting state s′0 of the modiﬁed transition (s0 , a, 0, s1 ) is added to the set M OD:
M OD = {s′0 }. As transition (s0 , a, 0, s1 ) is in ST , we have to determine the set of q-affected
states by walking on the STs′′ subtree. We get AF FQ = {s′1 , s′3 }, AF FQW ork = {s′1 , s′3 }.
1

Transitions leading to q-affected states – (s′0 , a, 0, s′1 ) and (s′1 , a, 1, s′3 ) – are removed from
ST ′ . Then we check for each state in AF FQW ork if there is a transition from a non-AF FQW ork
state. Transition (s′0 , a, 0, s′3 ) is identiﬁed, which is originating from the non-AF FQW ork
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(b) Modified FSM M ′ with its updated spanning tree ST ′

Figure 5.2: SCSM algorithm example
state s′0 . We add transition (s′0 , a, 0, s′3 ) to ST ′ and remove s′3 from AF FQW ork . We then
check transitions originating from s′3 and ﬁnd (s′3 , b, 0, s′1 ), which leads to an AF FQW ork
state. We add (s′3 , b, 0, s′1 ) to ST ′ and remove s′1 from AF FQW ork . Now, AF FQW ork = ∅,
so the algorithm terminates and returns M OD = {s′0 }, AF FQ = {s′1 , s′3 }, AF FQW ork = ∅
and ST ′ , see Figure 5.2(b).

5.3.1

Detailed Description of SCSM Algorithm

In this section, the SCSM algorithm is discussed in detail; the pseudo-code is presented in
Algorithm 1.
• Phase 0: Initialize M OD, AF FQ and AF FQW ork as empty sets, M ′ as M ′ := M ,
and the spanning tree ST ′ of M ′ as ST ′ := ST .
• Phase 1: Iterate over the given sequence of changes Ω.
– Apply the change ωk (sa , i, ox , sb ) = (s′a , i, oy , s′c ) ∈ Ω to the state transition
graph M ′ and put the modiﬁed state s′a into set M OD.
– Identify aﬀected states:
∗ If an output change operator is applied to M ′ : Do nothing2 .
∗ If a next state change operator is applied to M ′ :
· If the changed transition is not an ST ′ -transition: Do nothing3 .
2

The given change only modifies an edge label of M ′ , but does not affect its structure. Thus, the change
W ork
does not affect any states with respect to the Q set, so AF FQ and AF FQ
sets are not extended.
3
′
′
W ork
The given change does not affect ST of M , thus AF FQ and AF FQ
sets are not extended.
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Algorithm 1: Maintaining a Preﬁx-closed State Cover Set

0

1
2

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

12
13

input : M = (I, O, S, T ); Ω = {ω1 , .., ωK }; ST = (SST , TST ), TST ⊂ T ; SST ⊆ S
output ST ′ ; M OD; AF FQ ; AF FQW ork ; M ′ ;
′ , T ′ ); M OD ⊆ S; AF F ⊆ S;
:data(k = 1..K; M ′ = (I, O, S ′ , T ′ ); ST ′ = (SST
Q
ST
W
ork
AF FQ
⊆ S; STtemp = (Stemp , TST temp ));
/* Function T reeW alk walks on a subtree of the given ST ′ spanning
tree with a given root s′b using simple breadth-first search. It
results in a structure, that contains states and transitions that
can be reached from a given state s′b , and that will be referred to
as .S and .T , respectively. Function SpanningT ree creates a
spanning tree for a given subset of states in set AF FQW ork which
are reachable from a given root state s′j using breadth-first search
in M ′ . */
′
′ := T
W ork := ∅;
M ′ := M ; SST
:= SST ; TST
ST ; M OD := ∅; AF FQ := ∅; AF FQ
/* Phase 1: Apply changes to M and identify affected states */
foreach k where
ωk (sa , i, ox , sb ) = (s′a , i, oy , s′c ) ∈ Ω, sa , sb ∈ S, s′a , s′c ∈ S ′ , i ∈ I, ox , oy ∈ O do
T ′ := T ′ \ (s′a , i, ox , s′b ) ∪ (s′a , i, oy , s′c ); M OD := M OD ∪ {s′a };
′ ) then
if (sb 6= s′c ) ∧ ((s′a , i, ox , sb ) ∈ TST
AF FQ := AF FQ ∪ TreeWalk(ST ′ , s′b ).S;
AF FQW ork := AF FQW ork ∪ TreeWalk(ST ′ , s′b ).S;
′
′ \ TreeWalk(ST ′ , s′ ).S; T ′ := T ′ \ TreeWalk(ST ′ , s′ ).T ;
SST
:= SST
ST
ST
b
b
/* Phase 2: Create new test cases for affected states */
foreach s′j ∈ AF FQW ork do
foreach t = (s′i , i, o, s′j ) ∈ T do
if s′i 6∈ AF FQW ork then
′
′
′
′ ′
W ork );
STtemp
(SST
temp , TST temp ) := SpanningTree(M , sj , AF FQ
′ := T ′ ∪ {(s′ , s′ )} ∪ T ′
′
′
′
′
TST
i j
ST
ST temp ; SST := SST ∪ {sj } ∪ SST temp ;
′
AF FQW ork := AF FQW ork \ ({s′j } ∪ SST
temp );
′
′
′
W
return ST ∈ (V , E ), M OD, AF FQ , AF FQ ork , M ′ ;

· If the changed transition is an ST ′ -transition:
STs′′
b

subtree (including its

AF FQW ork ,

and all edges of

root s′b )
the STs′′
b

All states of the

are put into the sets AF FQ and
subtree are removed from ST ′ .

• Phase 2: Extend the spanning tree ST ′ for AF FQW ork elements:
– For each state s′j in the set AF FQW ork check if there is a transition t = (s′i , i, o, s′j )
originating from a state s′i not in the set AF FQW ork .
∗ If Yes:
· Add transition t = (s′i , i, o, s′j ) to ST ′ .
· Remove end state s′j of t = (s′i , i, o, s′j ) from AF FQW ork .
· Remove all states from the set AF FQW ork that can be reached from s′j
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using breadth-ﬁrst search and add the transitions used to reach these
states to ST ′ .
∗ If No: Do nothing.
When all elements of AF FQW ork have been checked, the SCSM algorithm terminates:
• Spanning tree ST ′ represents the updated preﬁx-closed state cover set Q′ of the
modiﬁed FSM M ′ .
• The elements of set M OD denote the states where the machine has been modiﬁed.
• Set AF FQ represents states of M ′ , for which the sequences of state cover set have
been changed.
• Set AF FQW ork represents states of M ′ , which have become unreachable after the
series of changes Ω have been applied to M .
The SCSM algorithm does not guarantee to generate a preﬁx-closed state cover set
that has a minimum length for all its sequences, nevertheless, simulations in Section 5.6.3
show that the diﬀerence from an optimum solution is limited and acceptable for most
cases.

5.4

An Algorithm for Maintaining a Separating Family of
Sequences

In this section, an algorithm called State Identiﬁcation Maintenance (SIM) is proposed, to
maintain a separating family of sequences Z of speciﬁcation machine M through a given
sequence of changes Ω, that turns FSM M into M ′ .
The SIM algorithm has to identify all those pairs of states of M’ that can no longer
be distinguished with the corresponding separating sequence in set Z of machine M , and
generate a new one for these state pairs. Let us deﬁne an auxiliary directed graph A
with n(n + 1)/2 nodes, where each node corresponds to an unordered pair < sk , sl > of
states of M including identical state pairs < sk , sk >. A has a directed edge labelled with
input symbol i from < sk , sl > to < sm , sn > iﬀ δ(sk , i) = sm and δ(sl , i) = sn in M . The
auxiliary directed graph A is used to represent and maintain separating sequences of FSM
M . Graph A is updated by the SIM algorithm in each incremental step. Let the modiﬁed
auxiliary graph be denoted by A′ .
The following deﬁnitions and notations are used in the description of the algorithm.
A state pair < sx , sy > is called a separating state pair iﬀ λ(sx , i) 6= λ(sy , i) for some
i ∈ I, where i is the separating input – in other words a separating state pair has a
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separating input, which gives a diﬀerent output when applied to the two states. FSM M
is reduced iﬀ there exists a path in its auxiliary graph A from each non-identical state pair
< sk , sl >, k 6= l to a separating state pair < sx , sy >. The input labels along the path
from < sk , sl > to < sx , sy > concatenated by the separating input of < sx , sy > form a
separating sequence of states sk and sl .
In order to maintain set Z of FSM M eﬃciently, the following assumptions are made
on the separating sequences of Z:
(I) Each separating state pair < sx , sy > has a single separating input i assigned to
it for which λ(sx , i) 6= λ(sy , i). If a given separating state pair has multiple such
inputs, then one input symbol is chosen randomly.
(II) The set of separating sequences of FSM M is preﬁx-closed.
Note that these requirements do not restrict the generality of the SIM algorithm as it
generates a separating family of sequences Z ′ at each step, so that Z ′ fulﬁlls the required
assumptions.
If the assumptions above hold, then the separating sequences of FSM M can be represented with a spanning forest SF over the non-identical state pairs of A and with
separating inputs. Each tree of SF has a separating state pair as root and all edges of
the given tree are directed towards the root – see Figure 5.3(a). Note that the edges of
SF do not contain the separating input, but this information is associated into the root
nodes. That is, the problem of generating the separating family of sequences Z ′ for the
modiﬁed FSM M ′ can be reduced to maintaining separating state pairs, their associated
separating input and a forest SF ′ over non-identical state pairs of A′ across changes.
An edge of A is called an SF -edge iﬀ it is in SF . A subtree of SF rooted at state pair
< si , sj > is denoted by SF<si ,sj > . The set M ODZ collects the modified state pairs of the
modiﬁed auxiliary graph A′ : < s′i , s′j > ∈ M ODZ iﬀ a transition originating from state
si or sj of FSM M is modiﬁed by a change. Note that if a change modiﬁed a transition
originating from state sx , then all state pairs that involve s′x are modiﬁed in A′ . State pair
< s′x , s′y > is said to be z-affected and collected in set AF FZ iﬀ < s′x , s′y > of the auxiliary
graph A′ is aﬀected by a change with respect to the Z set, thus a new separating sequence
of states s′x and s′y has to be generated. A work set is also used to keep track of aﬀected
state pairs for which the new test sets have not yet been generated; this is denoted with
AF FZW ork . An adaptive parameter is also deﬁned to capture the extent of changes in the
input and the output: ∆Z = |M ODZ ∪ AF FZ |; the complexity of the SIM algorithm is
expressed as a function of ∆Z .
As the previously discussed SCSM algorithm, the SIM algorithm also consists of two
phases. The ﬁrst phase determines z-aﬀected state pairs and deletes their invalid test
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cases, while the second one expands the spanning forest SF ′ of A′ to create a new, valid
Z ′ set for the modiﬁed FSM M ′ . The detailed description of the SIM algorithm is found
in Section 5.4.1, but before its detailed discussion, a small scale example is given.
SIM algorithm example. The auxiliary graph A of M is presented in Figure 5.3(a).
Bold edges represent the spanning forest edges of A. Separating state pairs – the roots
of the spanning trees – are shown in bold ellipses, their separating inputs are represented
by edge labels of bigger font size. The dotted edges between identical state pairs are
maintained but have no importance for the algorithm.

(a) Auxiliary graph A of FSM M with its spanning forest SF

(b) Updated auxiliary graph A′ of FSM M ′
with its new spanning forest SF ′

Figure 5.3: SIM algorithm example
Initially let SF ′ = SF , M ODZ = ∅, AF FZ = ∅ and AF FZW ork = ∅. Again, we have a
next state change ω(s0 , a, 0, s1 ) = (s′0 , a, 0, s′3 ). As the changed transition originates from
s0 , edges labeled with input a originating from the corresponding nodes of state pairs
< s′0 , s′0 >, < s′0 , s′1 >, < s′0 , s′2 > and < s′0 , s′3 > are modiﬁed to create A′ : M ODZ = {
< s′0 , s′0 >, < s′0 , s′1 >, < s′0 , s′2 >, < s′0 , s′3 >}. The nodes of state pairs < s′0 , s′1 >
and < s′0 , s′2 > are separating state pairs and are therefore not aﬀected. < s′0 , s′0 > is
irrelevant. Therefore only state pair < s′0 , s′3 > is z-affected: AF FZ = {< s′0 , s′3 >} and
AF FZW ork = {< s′0 , s′3 >}. Thus, the edge labelled with the input symbol a originating
from < s′0 , s′3 > ∈ AF FZW ork is removed from SF ′ . Then edges originating from < s′0 , s′3 >
are checked and an edge h< s′0 , s′3 >, < s′1 , s′2 >i leading to a non-AF FZW ork state pair
is found. The given edge is added to SF ′ and < s′0 , s′3 > is removed from AF FZW ork .
Now, AF FZW ork = ∅, thus the algorithm terminates and returns M ODZ = { < s′0 , s′0 >,
< s′0 , s′1 >, < s′0 , s′2 >, < s′0 , s′3 >}, AF FZ = {< s′0 , s′3 >}, AF FZW ork = ∅ and SF ′ , see
Figure 5.3(b). All separating sequences are unchanged except the one of states s′0 and s′3 ,
which is changed from a.a to b.a.a.
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Detailed Description of SIM Algorithm

In this section, the SIM algorithm is discussed in detail – the pseudo-code is presented in
Algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2: Maintaining a Separating Family of Sequences – 1st phase

0

1
2

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26

input : M = (I, O, S, T ), A = (V, E), V = S × S; E ⊆ V × V ; Ω = {ω1 , .., ωK };
SF = (VSF , ESF ), VSF ⊂ V, ESF ⊆ E;
′ , E ′ ); M OD ; AF F ; AF F W ork ; A′ ;
output : SF ′ = (VSF
Z
Z
SF
Z
′
′ , E ′ ); M OD ⊆ V ; AF F ⊆ V ;
:data( k = 1..K; A = (V ′ , E ′ ); SF ′ = (VSF
Z
Z
SF
′
′
′
′
′
AF FZW ork ⊆ V ; A′AF F = (VAF
F , EAF F ); STtemp = (Vtemp , Etemp ))
′ := V
′
W ork := ∅;
A′ := A; VSF
SF ; ESF := ESF ; M ODZ := ∅; AF FZ := ∅; AF FZ
foreach k where
ωk (sa , i, ox , sb ) = (s′a , i, oy , s′c ) ∈ Ω, sa , sb ∈ S, s′c ∈ S ′ , i ∈ I, ox , oy ∈ O do
foreach e = (vm , i, ox , vn ), vm = (sm , sn ), vn ∈ V, sm = s′a ∨ sn = s′a do
vn := (s′c , s′l ); e := (vm , i, oy , vn ); M ODZ := M ODZ ∪ {(vm )}
if ox 6= oy then
foreach s′j ∈ S ′ do
if (i has been sep. input of < sa , sj >)and(λ′ (s′a , i) = λ′ (s′j , i)) then
foreach it ∈ I do
if λ′ (s′a , it ) 6= λ′ (s′j , it ) then
< s′a , s′j > remains a sep. state pair with it sep. input
AF FZ := AF FZ ∪ TreeWalk(SF ′ , < s′a , s′j >).V ;
else if ∀it ∈ I, λ′ (s′a , it ) = λ′ (s′j , it ) then
separating state pair mark removed from < s′a , s′j >
AF FZ := AF FZ ∪ TreeWalk(SF ′ , < s′a , s′j >).V ;
AF FZW ork =: AF FZW ork ∪ TreeWalk(SF ′ , < s′a , s′j >).V ;
′
′
ESF
:= ESF
\ TreeWalk(SF ′ , < s′a , s′j >).E;
′ := V ′ \ TreeWalk(SF ′ , < s′ , s′ >).V ;
VSF
a j
SF
else if ¬(< sa , sj > has sep. state p. mark)and(λ′ (s′a , i) 6= λ′ (s′j , i)) then
′
′
ESF
:= ESF
\ {(< s′a , s′j >, < δ(s′a ), δ(s′j ) >)};
< s′a , s′j > marked as a separating state pair with i sep. input
AF FZ := AF FZ ∪ TreeWalk(SF ′ , < s′a , s′j >).V ;
else if sb ≇ s′c then
foreach s′j ∈ S ′ do
′
if (< s′a , s′j >, i, o, < s′c , δ(s′j ) >) ∈ ESF
then
AF FZ := AF FZ ∪ TreeWalk(SF, < s′a , s′j >).V ;
AF FZW ork := AF FZW ork ∪ TreeWalk(SF, < s′a , s′j >).V ;
′
′
ESF
:= ESF
\ TreeWalk(SF, < s′a , s′j >).E;
′ := V ′ \ TreeWalk(SF, < s′ , s′ >).V ;
VSF
a j
SF

• Phase 0: Initialize M ODZ , AF FZ and AF FZW ork as an empty set, auxiliary graph
A′ of M ′ as A′ := A, and the spanning forest SF ′ of A′ as SF ′ := SF .
• Phase 1: Iterate over the given sequence of changes Ω.
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– Apply the ωk (sa , i, ox , sb ) = (s′a , i, oy , s′c ) ∈ Ω change to the auxiliary graph A′
and put modiﬁed state pairs into set M ODZ :
∗ ∀s′i ∈ S ′ : add state pairs < s′a , s′i > to set M ODZ and modify each edge
originating from state pairs < s′a , s′i > marked with input i.
– Identify the set of aﬀected state pairs:
∗ If an output change operator is applied:
· If i has been the separating input of separating state pair < sa , sj >
in A, but λ′ (s′a , i) = λ′ (s′j , i) = oy and if there is another input it such
that λ′ (s′a , it ) 6= λ′ (s′j , it ), then < s′a , s′j > remains a separating state
pair associated with it as separating input. Thus, add all state pairs of
the tree SF<s′a ,s′j > (including < s′a , s′j >) to AF FZ , but do not add to
AF FZW ork .4
· If i has been the separating input of separating state pair < sa , sj > in
A, and there is no another separating input from < s′a , s′j >: Remove
the separating state pair mark from < s′a , s′j >. Add all state pairs of
the tree SF<s′a ,s′j > (including < s′a , s′j >) to sets AF FZ and AF FZW ork .
Remove all the edges and state pairs of the tree SF<s′a ,s′j > (including
< s′a , s′j >) from SF ′ .
· If a state pair < s′a , s′j > is a new separating state pair: Delete the edge
from SF ′ , which originates from the node corresponding to < s′a , s′j >.
Mark state pair < s′a , s′j > as a separating state pair and mark i as its
separating input. Add all state pairs of the subtree SF<s′a ,s′j > (including
< s′a , s′j >) to set AF FZ , but do not add them to set AF FZW ork .4
· Otherwise: Do nothing.
∗ If a next state change operator is applied:
· If the modiﬁed edge originating from < s′a , s′j > is an SF ′ -edge: Add
all state pairs of the subtree SF<s′a ,s′j > (including < s′a , s′j >) to sets
AF FZ and AF FZW ork . Remove all edges and state pairs of the tree
SF<s′a ,s′j > (including < s′a , s′j >) from SF ′ .
· Otherwise: Do nothing.
• Phase 2: Extend spanning forest SF ′ for AF FZW ork elements:
– Construct a subgraph A′AF F of A′ for AF FZW ork state pairs:
∗ For each state pair in set AF FZW ork create a corresponding node in A′AF F .
4

Note that the algorithm preserves the original subtree structure with the < s′a , s′j > root in SF ′ in
this specific modification scenario.
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Algorithm 2: Maintaining a Separating Family of Sequences – 2nd phase

27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34

35

/* Create subgraph A′AF F for affected state pairs */
/* Function SpanningT ree creates a spanning tree for a given subset
of state pairs in set AF FZW ork which are reachable from a given
root node vi′ in auxiliary graph A′ . The function uses
breadth-first search with opposing edge direction. */
′
′
VAF
F := ∅; EAF F := ∅;
foreach vi′ ∈ AF FZW ork do
′
′
′
VAF
F := VAF F ∪ {vi };
′
foreach e = (vi , i, o, vj′ ) do
′
′
′ ′
if vj′ ∈ AF FZW ork then EAF
F := EAF F ∪ (vi , vj );
else vi′ marked with vj′ ;
/* Extend SF ′ Spanning forest for affected state pairs */
foreach vi′ marked with vj′ do
′
′
′
STtemp
(Vtemp
, Etemp
) := SpanningTree((A′AF F ), vi′ );
′
′
′
′ := V ′ ∪ V ′
ESF
:= ESF
∪ {(vi′ , vj′ )} ∪ Etemp
; VSF
temp ;
SF
W
ork
W
ork
′
AF FZ
:= AF FZ
\ Vtemp ;
′ , E ′ ), M OD , AF F , AF F W ork , A′ ;
return SF ′ ∈ (VSF
Z
Z
SF
Z
∗ For each edge between state pairs in set AF FZW ork create an edge in A′AF F .
∗ For each edge in A′ that originates from a state pair < s′a , s′b > in set
AF FZW ork and leads to a state pair < s′k , s′l > that does not belong to set
AF FZW ork : Mark the node in A′AF F which corresponds to the state pair
< s′a , s′b > with state pair < s′k , s′l >.
– For all marked root nodes < s′a , s′b > of A′AF F : Add the edge that originates
from state pair < s′a , s′b > and leads to its marked state pair < s′k , s′l > to the
spanning forest SF ′ .
– Make a breadth-ﬁrst search in A′AF F from marked nodes < s′a , s′b > using opposing edge directions and do the following:
∗ Add the edges of A′ that correspond to the explored edges of A′AF F to the
spanning forest SF ′ .
∗ Remove the state pairs from set AF FZW ork that correspond to the explored
nodes of A′AF F .
When all elements of AF FZW ork have been checked, the SIM algorithm terminates:
• Spanning forest SF ′ represents the updated separating family of sequences Z ′ of the
modiﬁed FSM M ′ .
• Set M ODZ denotes the state pairs where the auxiliary graph A′ has been modiﬁed.
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• Set AF FZ represents the state pairs of M ′ for which the separating sequences have
been changed.
• Set AF FZW ork represents equivalent state pairs, thus the presented SIM algorithm
is able to detect whether the machine is still minimized after the given sequence of
changes Ω has been applied.
Although the SIM algorithm does not guarantee to produce a separating family of
sequences with a minimum length of sequences, the simulations in Section 5.6.3 show that
the diﬀerence from the optimal solution is negligible in practice.

5.5

Complexity Calculation

In the following subsections, we analyze the time complexity of the SCSM and SIM algorithms. The space complexity of the two incremental algorithms remains the same as
those of the corresponding parts of the batch HIS-method; O(p · n) for the SCSM and
O(p · n2 ) for the SIM algorithm. Note that data structures have been developed which
determine with O(1) complexity if a state or state pair belongs to a given set or not, or if a
given transition or edge is in ST or in SF . The detailed description of the data structures
of the incremental algorithms are discussed in Section 5.6.1.

5.5.1

Complexity Calculation of the SCSM Algorithm

First of all, we note that for a unit change |M OD| = 1, and for multiple changes 1 ≤
|M OD| ≤ n. The number of aﬀected states – where the new test set has to be changed –
is 0 ≤ |AF FQ | ≤ n.
In Phase 1, the SCSM algorithm updates the FSM M in order to get M ′ , identiﬁes
the aﬀected states and deletes spanning edges leading to these states. Updating the FSM
with changes Ω requires O(|M OD|) steps. Identifying the aﬀected states with breadthﬁrst search, putting them into the AF FQ and AF FQW ork sets and deleting spanning edges
leading to these states has a total time complexity of O(|AF FQ |).
In Phase 2, the SCSM algorithm searches for transitions from non-AF FQW ork states
to AF FQW ork states. There are exactly p · |AF FQW ork | transitions originating from the
AF FQW ork states. Thus there are at most p · |AF FQW ork | ≤ p · |AF FQ | steps which do not
ﬁnd a path from a non-AF FQW ork state to an AF FQW ork state. Accordingly, (p+1)·|AF FQ |
check steps are required in the worst case. If a transition is found from a non-AF FQW ork
to an AF FQW ork state s′j , then all states of AF FQW ork reachable from s′j via AF FQW ork
states are removed and ST ′ is extended. As there are exactly p · |AF FQW ork | transitions
originating from AF FQW ork states, this requires maximum p · |AF FQW ork | ≤ p · |AF FQ |
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steps. Because any of the p · |AF FQ | transitions are processed at most twice by the SCSM
algorithm, no more than 2 · p · |AF FQ | ≈ O(p · |AF FQ |) steps are needed in Phase 2.
As ∆Q = |M OD ∪ AF FQ |, the total time complexity of the SCSM algorithm is O(p ·
∆Q ), where 1 ≤ ∆Q ≤ n.

5.5.2

Complexity Calculation of the SIM Algorithm

First of all, we note that for a unit change |M ODZ | = n, and for multiple changes
n ≤ |M ODZ | ≤ n · (n + 1)/2. The cardinality of set AF FZ is 0 ≤ |AF FZ | ≤ n · (n − 1)/2.
In Phase 1, the SIM algorithm updates auxiliary graph A into A′ and identiﬁes aﬀected
state pairs. Updating the auxiliary graph through changes Ω requires O(|M ODZ |) steps.
To identify the aﬀected states, put them into the AF FZ and AF FZW ork sets and delete
invalid spanning forest edges has a total time complexity of O(|AF FZ |).
In Phase 2, the SIM algorithm creates subgraph A′AF F for AF FZW ork state pairs and
marked state pairs, which have an edge leading to a non-AF FZW ork state pair with O(p ·
|AF FZ |) complexity. Extending spanning forest SF ′ for AF FZW ork elements also requires
O(p · |AF FZ |) time complexity.
As ∆Z = |M ODZ ∪AF FZ |, the total time complexity of the SIM algorithm is O(p·∆Z ),
where n ≤ ∆Z ≤ n2 .

5.5.3

Overall Complexity

In a manner similar to the HIS-method, the proposed incremental algorithms create a
checking sequence in two stages with the concatenation of the test sequences from the
sets Q and Zi . Either a stage 1 test sequence r.qi .zij or a stage 2 test sequence r.qj .i.zxy
has to be regenerated if its q-sequence or its z-sequence has been changed by the presented algorithms. Thus, a test sequence r.qi . · · · .zxy of M is modiﬁed iﬀ s′i ∈ AF FQ
or < s′x , s′y > ∈ AF FZ . The complexity of regenerating a checking sequence if only its
q-sequence has been aﬀected is O(p · ∆Q · n2 ), where 1 ≤ ∆Q ≤ n. The complexity of
regenerating a checking sequence if only its z-sequence has been altered is O(2 · p · ∆Z ),
where n ≤ ∆Z ≤ n2 . Therefore, the total time complexity of the incremental maintenance
of the entire checking sequence is O(p·∆·n2 ), where 1 ≤ ∆ ≤ n denotes the number of test
sequences that have to be modiﬁed. That is, the number of test cases to be generated is
in the worst case equal to those generated by a batch algorithm with O(p · n3 ) complexity.
Note that the algorithms identify the changed part of the test cases, thus either complete testing or change-focused testing (testing only the parts that are aﬀected by given
changes) can be performed. In the former case, the resulting test set is a checking sequence, which has the same error detection capability as the one generated by the batch
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HIS-method, while the latter one allows the test engineer to reduce test execution by
focusing only on the parts of the system that are aﬀected by given series of changes.
Also note that the concatenation of the distinct parts of the test sequences is part of
the testing procedure itself. If no actual testing is needed after changes, the algorithms
should only maintain the two separate parts of the HIS-method: the state cover set with
O(p · ∆Q ) and the separating family of sequences with O(p · ∆Z ) time complexity.

5.6

Experiments

Before we take an in-depth analysis of experimental results (Section 5.6.3), some implementation details (Section 5.6.1) and the architecture of the simulation environment
including how random input FSMs are produced (Section 5.6.2) are discussed.

5.6.1

Implementation Details

Both the traditional HIS-method [74, 96] and the proposed incremental algorithms have
been implemented in Java. Note that from the performance evaluation perspective the
choice of the programming language was not critical, as the goal was a comparison of
approaches based on the elementary steps required to provide the given result. Such
elementary steps are condition evaluation, data read and write. It was essential to create
data structures that ensure that all fundamental steps of the proposed algorithms can be
realized with the fewest possible elementary steps. Besides that, it was also important to
assure that the space complexity is as low as possible. To meet these requirements, the
following data structures have been developed and used both for batch and incremental
algorithms.
Data Structures of the SCSM Algorithm
The SCSM algorithm stores the speciﬁcation graph of FSM M in a matrix G, in which
rows correspond to the states s and columns correspond to the inputs i, thus the size of
the matrix is n × p – see Figure 5.4. Each element of matrix G is an edge of a graph which
corresponds to a transition of the speciﬁcation FSM M . For each transition its next state
s, output label o and a ﬂag ST are stored, the last one denotes whether the transition is
an ST -transition or not. For each transition, there are also pointers pprev and pnext that
point to the previous and to the next transitions with the same next state. These pointers
create doubly linked lists, each one associated with a given state. A pointer to the ﬁrst
element of each list is stored in an array denoted F N S, i.e. the k th element of array F N S
will point to the ﬁrst transition that leads to state sk . The data structure deﬁned above
is eﬃcient in all fundamental steps required by the SCSM algorithm:
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Figure 5.4: Data structures of the SCSM algorithm
1. To ﬁnd a transition with a given start state sx and a given input iy (for example to
modify this edge, see Algorithm 1, line 3), we only need to read the xth row and y th
column of matrix G.
2. For a breadth-ﬁrst search from state sx (see Algorithm 1, Functions T reeW alk and
SpanningT ree, lines 5-7 and 11) we can iterate over the row corresponding to sx .
3. For a breadth-ﬁrst search from state sx using opposing edge directions we can recursively go through the linked list originating from the xth element of the F N S array.
This inverse breadth-ﬁrst search is used by the SCSM algorithm to iterate over the
elements of set AF FQW ork in order to ﬁnd an edge that does not originate from this
set (Algorithm 1, line 9).
Arrays are deﬁned for the representation of sets AF FQW ork , AF FQ and M OD, each one
with a length of n. Each element of array AF FQW ork is a 3-tuple (AF F , pprev , pnext ), where
bit AF F denotes if the given element belongs to the set AF FQW ork or not, and if it does,
then pprev and pnext point to the previous and to the next element of the set AF FQW ork .
F irstAF FQW ork is a pointer to the ﬁrst element in set AF FQW ork . A similar data structure
is also used for set AF FQ . Note that the algorithm never reads array AF FQ , it is only
designed to support change-focused testing, i.e. to observe for which states the sequences
of the state cover set Q has been modiﬁed during the incremental update process. Array
M OD deﬁnes a bit for each state which denotes if the given state is modiﬁed or not. The
sequence of changes is stored in list Ω. Each element of Ω is a quadruple (sa , i, oy , sc ),
where sa , i, oy and sc denotes the initial state, the input, the output and the next state
of the modiﬁed transition, respectively.
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Figure 5.5: Data structures of the SIM algorithm
Data Structures of the SIM Algorithm
The SIM algorithm uses a similar data structure as the SCSM, but instead of a speciﬁcation
graph, it deﬁnes a matrix A for the auxiliary graph A, where each matrix row corresponds
to a state pair and each column corresponds to an input, thus the size of matrix A is
n(n+1)
2

× p – see Figure 5.5. Matrix SPID deﬁnes for each unordered pair of states a

unique row ID in matrix A, i.e. < sj , sk > and < sk , sj > state pairs are the same, thus
they have the same row ID. Each element of matrix A corresponds to an edge of auxiliary
graph A. For each edge, a 5-tuple (< sj , sk >, sep, SF , pprev , pnext ) is stored, where
• < sj , sk > is the next state pair label, i.e. the destination of the edge,
• sep is a ﬂag that denotes, whether the given edge corresponds to a separating input
from a separating state pair,
• SF is a ﬂag that denotes if the given edge belongs to the spanning forest SF or not,
• the pprev and pnext are previous and next pointers in the doubly linked lists, that
collect edges with the same next state pair labels.
The subgraph A′AF F has the same structure as the auxiliary graph A. Each element of
matrix A′AF F is a quadruple (< sj , sk >, R , pprev , pnext ), where
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• < sj , sk > is the next state pair label,
• R denotes, whether it is a marked root state pair in A′AF F or not,
• pprev and pnext are previous and next pointers in the doubly linked lists, which collect
edges with the same next state pair labels.
The doubly linked lists are used in inverse breadth-ﬁrst search, when the SIM algorithm
extends spanning forest SF ′ (see Algorithm 2, Function SpanningT ree, line 34). Sets
AF FZW ork , AF FZ and M ODZ are represented in a similar way as in the SCSM algorithm
– each one uses an array with a length of n(n + 1)/2. The sequences of changes Ω is stored
in the same list as in the SCSM algorithm.

5.6.2

Simulation Environment

The incremental algorithms utilize the previous version of test cases; in our simulations
they are generated initially by batch algorithms – as shown previously in Figure 5.1. To
be able to compare batch and incremental algorithms, test cases for the modiﬁed machine
M ′ are generated with the batch method as well.
In the investigation random FSMs have been used as input for the test generation
algorithms. The generator program creates completely speciﬁed, deterministic, strongly
connected FSMs with reliable reset capability. The program ensures the strongly connected
property the following way: ﬁrst, a tree is created with a node for each state and then
reset transitions are added from each node to the root. The tree is used as a spanning tree
of the FSM being generated. The root node is denoted with s0 and all other nodes are
randomly labeled with a state label. Each edge of the tree is then labeled with random
inputs and outputs, such that for each state an input symbol is selected at most once from
the alphabet of possible input symbols. Finally, for every remaining state-input pair not
used in the tree generation, a transition is created with random next state and random
output label. These steps fulﬁll the completely speciﬁed and deterministic assumptions.
The random graph generator does not ensure that the generated FSM is reduced. However,
this is not a constraint in our case, because the SIM algorithm (see Section 5.4) is able to
detect whether an FSM contains equivalent states.
The measured number of steps of incremental algorithms considers all atomic operations used by the implementation such as data access and condition evaluation. The
traditional HIS-method is implemented in the same way over the same data structures;
therefore the same elementary steps are measured as for the incremental algorithms, so
they can be directly compared to each other.
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Simulation Results

In the following, the performances of the SCSM and SIM algorithms against the traditional
HIS-method are analyzed. Twelve diﬀerent scenarios are investigated in order to observe
the algorithms for diﬀerent |S|, |I|, |O| and |Ω| combinations for diﬀerent types of changes.
Next state changes
First, let us investigate next state changes. In Scenario 1 |I| and |O| are ﬁxed to 5 in
order to observe the inﬂuence of |S| on the simulation parameters in case of 2, 10 and 50
changes. Each data point in the ﬁgures is obtained by averaging 10 simulation runs.

(a) Prefix-closed state cover set generation

(b) Separating family of sequences generation

Figure 5.6: Number of steps of incremental and batch HIS in Scenario 1 (10 changes)
Figures 5.6(a) and 5.6(b) show the number of steps required by the traditional, batch
HIS-method and the incremental HIS-method for the generation of a preﬁx-closed state
cover set and for the generation of a separating family of sequences, respectively, in the
case of 10 changes.

(a) The gain of the SCSM algorithm

(b) The gain of the SIM algorithm

Figure 5.7: The gain of the algorithms in Scenario 1
Instead of investigating the number of steps for batch and incremental algorithms it
is more preferable to analyze how they correlate to each other. The variable Gain shall
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be deﬁned as the gain of the proposed incremental algorithms compared to a traditional,
batch algorithm, the HIS-method. It is calculated as follows: Gain =

StepHIS
StepIN C ,

where

StepHIS is the number of steps in case of the HIS-method, and StepIN C is the number of
steps taken by our novel, incremental method. Gain can be deﬁned for the generation of
Q-set and Z-set independently; the two distinct parts of HIS and our incremental method.
The result for the SCSM algorithm is presented in Figure 5.7(a). The Gain of the SIM
algorithm compared to the corresponding part of the HIS is shown in Figure 5.7(b). The
Gain of the SCSM and SIM algorithms increase as a function of the number of states
n. As seen previously, the complexity of the traditional HIS-method depends on n – an
important parameter of the size of the system – while the complexity of the SCSM and
SIM algorithms are a function of the ∆Q and ∆Z adaptive parameters, respectively. ∆Q
and ∆Z represent the size of the modiﬁed part of the input – which is known a priori –
and the size of the aﬀected part of the output – which is known only after the maintenance
process. Note that the SCSM and SIM algorithms also update the FSM and its auxiliary
graph (with their doubly linked lists, see Section 5.6.1), respectively, across changes, which
have a ﬁx cost. Thus, if the number of changes applied is in the order of magnitude of
the size of the speciﬁcation p · n, the Gain of the incremental algorithms may be below 1.
The Gain of the algorithms increases as the number of changes decreases.

(a) Size of AF FQ vs. number of states

(b) Size of AF FZ vs. number of states

Figure 5.8: The relative size of the set of aﬀected elements in Scenario 1
The relative number of aﬀected states and state pairs, for which test cases have been
modiﬁed to be valid for the updated system, is shown in Figures 5.8(a) and 5.8(b). The
ratio of aﬀected elements decreases as a function of the number of states. Next state
changes, however, aﬀect the separating family of sequences to a much smaller extent than
the state cover set; the number of aﬀected elements is much greater in the case of the
SCSM algorithm than in the case of SIM. The reason is as follows: the SCSM algorithm
maintains a spanning tree with one root and n − 1 transitions5 , while the SIM algorithm
5

Each but the initial state has exactly one spanning edge originating from it.
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(a) SCSM algorithm
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(b) SIM algorithm

Figure 5.9: The increase in the length of the test sequences in Scenario 1
maintains a spanning forest with several roots and smaller trees. Therefore, a next state
change has higher probability to aﬀect a bigger sub-spanning tree in the case of the SCSM
algorithm than in the case of the SIM. In case of the SIM algorithm, there are several
separating state pairs, therefore the test set contains a spanning forest with a relatively
large number of trees, each one with shallow depth. A given tree may typically contain
only a separating state pair or a separating state pair with a few state pairs referring to it.
The deepest trees were also observed in the simulations: in case of 10 next state changes,
the greatest depth of a tree was only 2, and it occurred only in 26 cases out of the 600
simulations. The number of aﬀected elements shows where the original test set has been
changed. In case of change-focused testing, only this part of the machine and the end
states of the changed transitions needs to be retested after the given sequences of changes
have been applied, thus test execution time can be signiﬁcantly reduced.
Figures 5.9(a) and 5.9(b) show the diﬀerence from the optimal solution for the entire
Q and Z set for the SCSM and the SIM algorithm, respectively. The diﬀerence in case
of the SCSM algorithm is acceptable because as Figure 5.8(a) shows, the left side of the
ﬁgure represents a situation close to the worst case: a substantial part of the machine is
aﬀected by the changes. The increase in the length of the test sequence is much less for
the SIM algorithm than for the SCSM one: in the case of the SIM algorithm the diﬀerence
from the optimal solution is negligible – see Figure 5.9(b).
As part of the experiments, it has also been investigated how the length of the test
sequence varies compared to the traditional HIS-method through development iterations.
In Scenario 2 the parameters |S|, |I| and |O| are ﬁxed to 100, 5 and 5, respectively. The
number of development iteration steps varies between 1 and 200, where each iteration
step contains 10 next state changes. Each data point in the ﬁgure has been obtained by
averaging 10 simulation runs. The results for the SCSM and SIM algorithms are presented
in Figures 5.10(a) and 5.10(b), respectively. For both algorithms there is a limited increase
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(b) SIM algorithm

Figure 5.10: The increment increase in the length of test sequences in Scenario 2
in the length of the test sequence – see Figures 5.10(a) and 5.10(b). Figure 5.10(b) shows
that the diﬀerence from the optimal solution is negligible in the case of the SIM algorithm.
Although the increase in the length of the test sequences for the SCSM algorithm is limited
in our experiments, for some applications it might not be suﬃciently close to the optimum.
In those cases one can use the batch algorithm to generate the sequences of set Q from
scratch, and use the incremental algorithm SIM to maintain the separating family of
sequences Z. In this case, the length of the test sequences in state cover set Q will be
optimal, and as the length of the separating sequences in set Z are near-optimal (as seen
in Figure 5.10(b)), the overall diﬀerence from the optimal test sequence length for the
entire checking sequence will be negligible. As the batch generation of set Q with the
corresponding part of HIS requires a series of steps with complexity O(p · n) complexity,
and the SIM algorithm maintains set Z with O(p · ∆Z ) complexity (where n ≤ ∆Z ≤ n2 ),
the overall complexity will remain the same. However, even though it has the same
overall complexity, the SCSM can speed up eﬃciently test generation, especially when
small changes have been made, as seen previously. Also note that depending on the test
purpose the SCSM algorithm may be used independently, for instance the algorithm may
be utilized in determining whether a set of states becomes unreachable during the update
process.
Simulations also show how the number of input symbols inﬂuences the increase in
the length of the test sequence and the number of aﬀected elements. In Scenario 3 the
parameters |S| and |O| are ﬁxed to the values 100 and 5, respectively, while the number of
changes is set to 10. Each data point in the ﬁgure is obtained by averaging 50 simulation
runs.
The results show that in both algorithms there are less aﬀected elements if the number
of input symbols is higher – see Figure 5.11(a) and Figure 5.11(b). It is in line with
expectations, because if there are more transitions originating from a state it is less likely
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(b) Size of AF FZ vs. input symbols

Figure 5.11: The relative size of the set of aﬀected elements in Scenario 3

(a) Increase in SCSM algorithm’s test sequences
length vs. input symbols

(b) Increase in SIM algorithm’s test sequences
length vs. input symbols

Figure 5.12: The increase in the length of the test sequences in Scenario 3
that changes aﬀect a transition used in the test set (as an edge of the spanning tree ST
or the spanning forest SF ).
As a result, the diﬀerence from the optimal solution decreases as the number of input
symbols increases for both the SCSM – see Figure 5.12(a) – and for the SIM algorithm –
see Figure 5.12(b).
Another interesting aspect is how the number of output symbols inﬂuences the ratio of
aﬀected state pairs and the increment in the length of test cases. Only the SCSM algorithm
is impacted by the number of output symbols, because the SIM algorithm simply does not
depend on the output label of the transitions – it only ﬁnds traces among them regardless
of their outputs. Therefore, only the relative size of the set AF FZ as a function of output
symbols is discussed.
In Scenario 4 |S| and |I| are set to 100 and 5, respectively, while the number of
changes is set to 10. Each simulation result is obtained by averaging 50 simulation runs.
The results show that if the number of output symbols increases, the number of aﬀected
elements decreases – see Figure 5.13. It is in line with expectations, because if there are
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Figure 5.13: The relative size of AF FZ in Scenario 4

Figure 5.14: The increase in the length of test sequences in Scenario 4
more output symbols to choose from, there are more separating state pairs, which results
in smaller trees with fewer edges, thus the probability that a next state change aﬀects one
of them decreases. For the same reason, the increase in the length of test sequence also
decreases as |O| increases – see Figure 5.14 – although the diﬀerence from the optimal
solution remains negligible for all observed parameters.
In practice, protocols carry data messages and thus may have very large set of input
and output symbols. As seen previously, there are less aﬀected elements and smaller
diﬀerences from the optimal solution if the size of input and output alphabets increase
making the approach even more useful in practice. In Scenario 5 it is investigated how
the presented incremental algorithms perform against the traditional, batch HIS-method
if |I| and |O| are ﬁxed to 25 and 100, respectively. As in Scenario 1 the inﬂuence of |S| is
investigated in case of 2, 10 and 50 changes and each data point in the ﬁgures is obtained
by averaging 10 simulation runs. The results are presented in Figure 5.15.
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(a) The gain of the SCSM algorithm vs. number of
states

(b) The gain of the SIM algorithm vs. number of
states

(c) Size of AF FQ vs. number of states

(d) Size of AF FZ vs. number of states

(e) SCSM algorithm: the increase in the length of
the test sequences vs. number of states

(f) SIM algorithm: The increase in the length of
the test sequences vs. number of states

Figure 5.15: Scenario 5 simulations
As expected, the ratios of aﬀected elements – see Figure 5.15(c) for SCSM algorithm
and Figure 5.15(d) for SIM algorithm – are signiﬁcantly smaller compared to the ones
observed in Scenario 1. In case of the SIM algorithm no test case is aﬀected by change
in all of the performed simulations – see Figure 5.15(d). It means that in case of changefocused testing, only the state-identiﬁcation stage of the HIS-method for AF FQ states
and the changed transitions need to be retested. For example, even when an extensive
modiﬁcation that contains 50 next state changes has been applied for FSMs with 60 states
and 25 input symbols, the relative size of AF FQ set is only 4.5% in average, i.e. in average
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2.7 ≈ 3 states are aﬀected. The traditional HIS-method generates (p · n + 1) · (n − 1) =
(25 · 60 + 1) · 59 = 88 559 test sequences for the entire machine6 , but the incremental
HIS-method needs to generate only |AF FQ | · (n − 1) = 3 · 59 = 177 test sequences for stage
1 (to check the q-aﬀected states) and |Ω| · (n − 1) = 50 · 59 = 2 950 test sequences for stage
2 (to check the transitions whose next states are changed). It means that if changed-focus
testing is applied the time required for testing can be reduced by 96.5%.
As no test case is aﬀected in case of the SIM algorithm, its test set remains optimal – see
Figure 5.15(f). For the SCSM algorithm the increment in the length of the test sequence –
presented in Figure 5.15(e) – is also smaller than in case of Scenario 1. Note that for 50 next
state changes, 60 states and 25 input symbols both for the traditional and incremental
algorithms the maximum length of sequences in set Q is only 2 and the length of all
sequences in set Z is 1. The reason for the former is the high number of input symbols and
for the latter is that due to the high number of output symbols all state pairs are separating
state pairs. Thus, stage 1 sequences (r.qi .zij ) have a length of 3 or 4 and stage 2 sequences
(r.qj .i.zxy ) have a length of 4 or 5. Batch HIS-method generates n·(n−1) = 60·59 = 3 540
sequences for stage 1 and (n · p − (n − 1)) · (n − 1) = (60 · 25 − 59) · 59 = 85 019 sequences for
stage 2, thus the sum length of test sequences is approximately 400 000. As seen previously
in case of changed-focus testing only 177 stage 1 and 2 950 stage 2 test sequences need to
be tested with a total length of approximately 14 000.
The Gain of the incremental algorithms – presented in Figure 5.15(a) for SCSM in
and Figure 5.15(b) for SIM – are even higher than the results presented in Scenario 1.
However, even if no state pair is aﬀected by changes, the SIM algorithm needs to update
the data structure presented in Section 5.6.1, that requires a cost.
In Scenario 6 a simulation is performed for all combinations of the following input
parameters: (1) |S| from 5 to 100 in 5 increment steps, (2) |I| from 2 to 10 in 1 increment
steps, (3) |O| from 2 to 10 in 1 increment steps, (4) number of next state changes with
values 2, 10 and 50; i.e. 4 860 combinations and thus 4 860 simulation points are observed.

Gain (x)

number of states
0.34

number of input symbols
0.19

number of next state changes
-0.49

Table 5.1: Pearson correlation coeﬃcients of Gain for SCSM algorithm in Scenario 6
The Pearson correlation coeﬃcients of Gain for the SCSM algorithm are presented
in Table 5.1. The correlations show trends that are in line with the results presented in
Scenarios 1, 3, 5 and 6: The Gain of the SCSM algorithm increases if the number of
states and input symbols increases, and the number of next state changes applied to the
speciﬁcation decreases. The reasons were discussed previously.
6

To test the (p · n) transitions of the FSM and also initial state s0 .
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number of states
Gain (x)

0.37

number of input
symbols
0.31

number of output
symbols
0.02
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number of next
state changes
-0.51

Table 5.2: Pearson correlation coeﬃcients of Gain for SIM algorithm in Scenario 6
The Pearson correlation coeﬃcients of Gain for the SIM algorithm are presented in
Table 5.2. The correlations show a trend that is in line with the results presented in
Scenarios 1 and 3-6: The Gain of the SIM algorithm increases if the number of states and
input symbols increases, and the number of next state changes applied to the speciﬁcation
decreases. The reasons were discussed previously.
Output changes
The case when FSM M is modiﬁed by output changes is also investigated. Output changes
only aﬀect the SIM algorithm, thus this will be in focus. In Scenario 7 |I| and |O| are ﬁxed
to 5 in order to observe the inﬂuence of |S| to the simulation parameters in the case of 2,
10 and 50 changes. Each simulation result in the ﬁgures has been obtained by averaging
10 simulation runs.

(a) Number of steps required by incremental and (b) The gain of the SIM algorithm vs. number of
batch algorithms (10 changes)
states

(c) The relative size of AF FZ vs. number of states (d) The increase in the length of the test sequences
vs. number of states

Figure 5.16: Scenario 7 simulations
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Figure 5.16(a) shows the number of test steps required by the traditional, batch HISmethod and the incremental HIS-method for the generation of a separating family of
sequences in the case of 10 changes. The Gain of the SIM algorithm increases as the
number of states increases – see Figure 5.16(b). The Gain is higher than the one observed
in Scenario 1. The reason for this is that the update of the auxiliary graph requires a
|Ω| · n “ﬁxed cost”, which is smaller for output changes (for next state changes, the SIM
algorithm also has to update the doubly linked lists that collect edges with same next
state pair labels, see Section 5.6.1).
The relative size of the set of aﬀected state pairs against the number of the states
is presented in Figure 5.16(c). The results indicate that the ratio of the aﬀected state
pairs decreases as the number of states increases, but output changes aﬀect the separating
family of sequences much more than next state changes. It is in line with expectations,
because as discussed previously, the spanning forest contains only a few edges, but it has
many separating state pairs associated with a separating input. Output changes may
aﬀect separating inputs, while next state changes do not. Nevertheless, at and above 85
states, the ratio of aﬀected state pairs is below 10 percent even after 50 changes, thus – in
case of change-focused testing – the time required for testing can be signiﬁcantly reduced.
The increase in the length of test sequences has also been investigated – see Figure
5.16(d). The diﬀerence from the optimal solution is negligible even after fundamental
changes, and it decreases rapidly as the number of states increases.

Figure 5.17: The increase in the length of test sequences in Scenario 8
It has also been examined how the number of output changes aﬀect the increment in
the length of the test sequence compared to the traditional HIS-method. Parameters |S|,
|I| and |O| are ﬁxed to 100, 5 and 5, respectively. The number of development iteration
steps varies between 1 and 200, where each iteration step contains 10 output changes.
Each data point in the ﬁgure is obtained by averaging 10 simulation runs. The result is
shown in Figure 5.17. As expected, the diﬀerence from the optimal solution is higher than
for next state changes, although it still remains limited and negligible.
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In Scenarios 9 and 10 it is observed how the number of input and output symbols
inﬂuences the increase in the test sequence length and the ratio of aﬀected elements. The
parameter |O| is ﬁxed to 5 in Scenario 9 and the parameter |I| is ﬁxed to 5 in Scenario 10.
|S| and the number of output changes are set to 100 and 10, respectively in both cases,
and each data point is obtained by averaging 50 simulation runs.

(a) Size of AF FZ vs. input symbols

(b) The increase in the length of test sequences
vs. the number of input symbols

Figure 5.18: Scenario 9 simulations
First, Scenario 9 will be discussed. Figure 5.18(a) shows that the number of aﬀected
state pairs decreases as the number of input symbols increases. This conincides with our
expectations, because if a state pair has fewer outgoing edges, there is a higher probability
that a change aﬀects an edge that is used in a test set. There are more aﬀected state pairs
than in case of next state changes (presented previously in Figure 5.11(b)); the reasons
have been discussed previously in Scenario 7. Figure 5.18(b) shows that as we increase
the number of input symbols, the increment in the length of test sequences decreases, and
the diﬀerence from the optimal solution is more substantial than for next state changes
(presented previously in Figure 5.12(b)), although it still remains insigniﬁcant.

(a) Size of AF FZ vs. output symbols

(b) The increase in the length of test sequences vs. the number of output symbols

Figure 5.19: Scenario 10 simulations
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Then, Scenario 10 is discussed. Figure 5.19(a) shows that the number of aﬀected state
pairs decreases as the number of output symbols increases, but there are more aﬀected
state pairs than in case of next state changes (presented previously in Figure 5.13). The
reason for the decrease is the same as discussed in case of next state changes, while
the reason for more aﬀected state pairs compared to next state changes was discussed
previously in Scenario 7. Figure 5.19(b) shows that the diﬀerence from the optimal length
of test sequences decreases as the number of output symbols increases, and this diﬀerence
is more substantial than in case of next state changes (presented previously in Figure
5.14), although it remains negligible.

(a) The gain of the SIM algorithm vs. number of
states

(b) The relative size of AF FZ vs. number of
states

(c) The increase in the length of the test sequences
vs. number of states

Figure 5.20: Scenario 11 simulations
Similarly to Scenario 5, in Scenario 11 |I| and |O| are ﬁxed to 25 and 100, respectively
and the inﬂuence of |S| is investigated in case of 2, 10 and 50 changes. The results are
presented in Figure 5.20. As expected, the Gain of the SIM algorithm – shown in Figure
5.20(a)) – is higher and the relative size of AF FZ – presented in Figure 5.20(b) – is smaller
than in case of Scenario 7. As the output changes do not aﬀect the preﬁx-closed state
cover set, in case of change-focused testing only the aﬀected parts of the separating family
of sequences need to be retested. For example, even when an extensive modiﬁcation that
contains 50 output changes has been applied for FSMs with 60 states and 25 input symbols,
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the relative size of AF FZ set is 2.8% in average. It means that in case of change-focused
testing only the 2.8 percent of the test sequences need to be retested, i.e. the time required
for testing can be reduced by 97.2%.
The generated test set remains optimal in all of the performed simulations of Scenario
11 – see Figure 5.20(c). The reason for this is that due to the high number of input and
output symbols, all state pairs have a separating input in all of the performed simulations
and the SIM algorithm always uses a separating input for state identiﬁcation if it exists.
Similarly to Scenario 6, in Scenario 12 a simulation is performed for all combinations
of the following input parameters: (1) |S| from 5 to 100 in 5 increment steps, (2) |I| from
2 to 10 in 1 increment steps, (3) |O| from 2 to 10 in 1 increment steps, (4) number of
output changes with values 2, 10 and 50.
number of states
Gain (x)

0.40

number of input
symbols
0.18

number of output
symbols
0.05

number of output
changes
-0.55

Table 5.3: Pearson correlation coeﬃcients of Gain for SIM algorithm in Scenario 12
The Pearson correlation coeﬃcients of Gain from input parameters are presented in
Table 5.3. The correlations show a trend that is in line with the results presented previously: The Gain of the SIM algorithm increases if the number of states and input symbols
increases, and the number of output changes applied to the speciﬁcation decreases.
The reasons were discussed previously.

5.6.4

Application Example for Protocol Testing

In the following, it is investigated how the SCSM and SIM algorithms can be used for
protocol testing.
An FSM that describes the functionality of the user agent client (UAC) during the
registration process of Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) [49] over Transmission Control
Protocol (TCP) transport layer is modiﬁed step-by-step. The FSM is based on the speciﬁcation description of the registration process made by the 3rd Generation Partnership
Project (3GPP) [8].
The UAC FSM of Figure 5.21 describes a simpliﬁed behavior of the SIP registration
process. Note that as the presented algorithms require that the system speciﬁcation is
given in a completely speciﬁed form, for all undeﬁned state-input pairs based on the
approach of [78], it is assumed that the FSM produces a null output and stays in the
current state. These loop transitions are not presented in Figure 5.21 for the sake of
clarity.
The machine starts at initial state NotRegistered and for a user init request it sends
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NotRegistered

USER.init
/ Register

negative response
/ USER.notdone

Response timeout
/ USER.notdone

423 Interval Too Brief 401 Unauthorized
/ USER.notdone
/ USER.notdone
Registration timeout
/ USER.notdone

AwaitRegResponse
200 OK
/ USER.done

any response
/ USER.done

Response timeout
/ USER.done

Registered
USER.exit
/ DeRegister
AwaitDeregResponse

Figure 5.21: SIP registration UAC FSM with simpliﬁed functionalities
a Register request to the registration server and goes to state AwaitRegResponse. If a
negative response, a 401 Unauthorized or a 423 Interval Too Brief message is received
from the registration server for the request or no message has been received (Response
timeout) the FSM of UAC goes back to initial state NotRegistered and the UAC notiﬁes
the user about unsuccessful registration with the message notdone. If message 200 OK
(that is the conﬁrmation of the previous Register request) is received from the registration
server, the UAC informs the user about successful registration with the message done and
it goes to state Registered.
UAC stays at state Registered until Registration timeout message is received from the
registration server or an exit request is received from the user. In the former case UAC
goes back to initial state NotRegistered and notiﬁes the user with the message notdone.
In the latter case the UAC sends a Deregister request to the registration server and goes
to state AwaitDeregResponse. Then, if the registration server answers to this request or
a Response timeout event occurs, the machine of UAC goes to initial state NotRegistered
and informs the user with the message done.
During the development, the functionalities of the UAC are modiﬁed:
1. Silent discard: If no answer has been received for the registration request within
a predeﬁned time in state AwaitRegResponse (i.e. a Response timeout has occurred)
the UAC should not end registration and go back to initial state NotRegistered with
the default unsuccessful notiﬁcation message notdone. Instead it should send the
Register request to the registration server again and should stay in state AwaitRegResponse, i.e. both the output and the next state of the corresponding transition
need to be changed.
2. Reregister functionality: If a Registration timeout message is received in state
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Registered, the UAC should send a ReRegister message to the registration server
and should go to state AwaitRegResponse instead of ending registration with notiﬁcation message notdone (note that in this case some simpliﬁcation is made as this
action is triggered by an internal timer before the client actually receives Registration
timeout).
3. Interval too brief : If the user has set the timer register expires too short, the
registration server sends a 423 Interval Too Brief message to UAC to avoid overload
problems caused by too frequent register requests. Instead of ending registration
procedure with notiﬁcation message notdone when receiving message 423 Interval
Too Brief, the UAC should send a Register message to the server again with an
enlarged expiration time value and should stay on AwaitRegResponse.
4. Handle of authentication: If a message 401 Unauthorized is received, then the
registration server requests authentication. Instead of ending registration procedure
with notiﬁcation message notdone, the UAC should send the authentication data
received by the user (note that the details of authentication is not discussed here,
only the signalling level is investigated).
The FSM of UAC with the modiﬁed functionalities described above is presented in
Figure 5.22.
NotRegistered

USER.init
/ Register
401 Unauthorized
Response timeout
/ Register
/ Register
(with Authorization header)

negative response
/ USER.notdone

423 Interval Too Brief
/ Register
(larger value in Register-Expires header)

AwaitRegResponse

200 OK
/ USER.done

Registration timeout
/ ReRegister

any response Response timeout
/ USER.done
/ USER.done

Registered
USER.exit
/ DeRegister
AwaitDeregResponse

Figure 5.22: SIP registration UAC FSM with extended functionalities
In the simulation test cases were created initially by the batch HIS-method and after
each modiﬁcation step the test cases are maintained by the proposed incremental algorithms. To be able to compare the performance of batch and incremental algorithms, test
cases for the modiﬁed machines are generated with the batch method as well.
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Modiﬁed functionality

Gain
of
the SCSM
algorithm
(x)

Number
of states
in AF FQ

Gain of
the SIM
algorithm
(x)

Number of
state pairs
in AF FZ

Overall
length of
checking
sequence

1. Silent discard
2. Reregister
functionality
3. Interval too
Brief
4. Handle of
authentication

3.6

0

9.2

0

492

Overall length
of test suite
in
changefocused testing
(incremental)
12

3.6

0

9.7

0

492

15

3.6

0

8.9

0

492

12

3.6

0

8.8

0

492

12

Table 5.4: Simulation results of the step-by-step reﬁnement of SIP registration FSM
The simulation results are shown in Table 5.4. As the modiﬁed transitions are leading
to initial state N otRegistered before changes, they were not included in the spanning tree
ST of the state cover set Q, i.e. no states are q-affected. State pairs are not z-affected
either in any of the applied changes 1-4. Thus, the entire checking sequence remained
untouched across changes. The overall length of checking sequence presented in Table
5.4 contains the reset symbol at the beginning of all sequences. This checking sequence
contains n·(n−1) = 12 sequences for stage 1 and (n·(p−1)+1)·(n−1) = (4·8+1)·3 = 99
sequences for stage 2. The length of sequences in preﬁx-closed state cover set Q are 0, 1,
2 and 3 for states NotRegistered, AwaitRegResponse, Registered and AwaitDeregResponse,
respectively. Note that due the relative high number of output symbols, all state pairs
are separating state pairs, i.e. the separating sequences of set Z contain only separating
inputs. As the checking sequence remains unaﬀected across changes 1-4, in case of changedfocus testing only the modiﬁed transitions need to be retested (to check if the transitions
are modiﬁed into the desired output and next state). Incremental algorithms only need
to update data structures presented in Section 5.6.1, and noticeable Gains are achieved
compared to traditional, batch algorithms. However, as seen previously in Section 5.6.3,
the Gains of the incremental HIS-method compared to the batch HIS-method increase
signiﬁcantly if the changes are applied to bigger models.
The discussed example showed that both test generation and test execution time can
be reduced signiﬁcantly by the proposed incremental algorithms and they are ﬁt into the
continuous system reﬁnement methodologies such as Agile.
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Conclusion

In this chapter, bounded incremental algorithms have been proposed to maintain a checking sequence for deterministic ﬁnite state machine models with reliable reset across a
series of system revisions. The presented approach assumes a changing speciﬁcation and
utilizes an existing test set of the previous version of the system to eﬃciently maintain a
complete test set across changes. For each update of the system, a complete test set is
generated with the same fault detection capability as that of the traditional HIS-method.
The complexity calculations show that the time complexity of the algorithms are bounded,
and are the function of the extent of the changes to the speciﬁcation rather the size of
the speciﬁcation itself. It has been also shown that the complexity is never worse than
the complexity of the relevant batch algorithm, the HIS-method. The extensive simulations also conﬁrm the theoretical performance analyses. Both analytical calculations and
experiments indicate that the algorithms are very eﬃcient in the case of large, changing
speciﬁcations.
As the proposed approach consists of two autonomous incremental algorithms, they
can be also applied independently for various testing purposes. For example, they can be
used to detect undesirable eﬀects of development such as a given subset of states becoming
unreachable or indistinguishable.
The proposed algorithms also support change-focused testing, i.e. testing only those
parts of the system which have been aﬀected by the given series of updates, thus the newly
generated test cases can be used as a functional test of the new features of system. The
simulations have shown that a signiﬁcant amount of test execution time can be saved in
this case even if extensive modiﬁcations have been applied to the system speciﬁcation.
The simulations also indicate that if the size of the speciﬁcation (i.e. number of states,
size of input and output alphabet) increases, the ratio of aﬀected elements decreases, thus
more testing time can be saved compared to the traditional HIS-method.
As the incremental algorithms keep the test cases of the unaﬀected part of the machine unchanged, they are also suitable for regression testing, i.e. they support backward
compatibility investigations of the speciﬁcation. Moreover, this property of the algorithm
may enable other investigations to the test engineer, such as performance tests.

Chapter 6

Incremental Maintenance of
Transition Tour
In Chapter 5, algorithms have been proposed to maintain a checking sequence of an FSM
speciﬁcation across a series of system revisions. Although the presented solution guarantees to ﬁnd all possible output and transfer faults and is very eﬃcient for changing
speciﬁcations, in most cases there is simply not enough time available to apply the exhaustive test sequences of the HIS-method.
For this reason the Transition Tour (TT) method (see Section 3.4.2) is also investigated
as a starting point of a new incremental test generation solution. Although the TT-method
does not guarantee to ﬁnd all transfer faults, it is much more widely used in practice than
other test generation methods. The reason for this is the simplicity of TT and the fact
that it is the shortest possible test sequence that provides 100 percent transition and state
coverage.
Aho et. al [9] investigate the case when only a part of the given speciﬁcation FSM
needs to be traversed by TT. Huang et al. [48] propose a modiﬁed TT-method for the conformance test of communication protocols. With the help of formal description techniques
– such as ESTELLE [87,89] – the authors propose to modify the testing architecture from
the well-known black-box concept to a grey-box model, when a new module has been added
to provide more control and observation capabilities for the System Under Test (SUT).
The approach is based on the observation that the high-level formal representation of
the software (when the software is represented abstractly and modularly) requires using
software modules with multiple ports instead of a black-box model with a unique input
and a unique output port. With this framework, the current state of TT test sequence
can be easily detected and the test engineer can beneﬁt from the signiﬁcantly shorter test
sequence compared to other test generation methods.
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The applications of TT for testing are not restricted to FSM models, it is also applicable
to other frameworks based on graph models – the generalization of TT for graphs is the
Chinese Postman Problem (CPP) (see Section 3.4.2). Uyar et al. [92] use the CPP to
test protocol Q.931 [51], whereas Takahashi et al. [85] use it for testing the graphical user
interfaces of software, such as XFree86 project [7] applications.
Besides model-based testing, there are several other applications of the CPP: it can
be used to optimize routing problems, such as mail delivery, snow removal or garbage
collection, where the streets of a given city correspond to the edges of the graph [30, 88].
Note that, the execution of TT requires only O(m + χ) complexity, however, the
generation of a TT test sequence requires O(n3 + m + χ) or O(m · (n2 + m) + χ) complexity
depending on the method used (see Section 3.4.2). In iterative software development, when
the code is being developed step-by-step and is tested only few times in each iteration,
test generation requires much more time than execution.
In this chapter, two incremental algorithms are proposed to automatically modify the
Transition Tour test sequence in response to a series of changes in order to reduce test
generation time.
Due to other possible – non FSM-based – applications, the graph terminology will be
used in the description of the algorithms to tackle the problem in a more general way.
However, it is important to emphasize that the main purpose of these algorithms is to
maintain a test sequence of a system given in the form of an FSM. In the rest of the
chapter strongly connected, deterministic FSMs are considered (i.e. assumptions 2, 3, 5
and 6 of Section 3.2 are required).

6.1

Representing Changes to FSMs

As previously discussed in Section 3.6, the TT-method requires fewer assumptions about
the speciﬁcation FSM than the HIS-method, thus a wider range of changes to the speciﬁcation machine are being considered.
The following atomic graph operators are considered:
• adding or removing an edge,
• adding or removing an isolated node,
• adding or removing the label associated with an edge.
The changes of the FSMs can be described by FSM fault models (see Section 3.1).
Based on the fault model of [15], the following FSM fault operators are considered, which
can be derived from applying atomic graph operators consecutively:
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• Adding or removing a transition corresponds to adding or removing an edge and the
label associated with it. To add a label to a new transition, we add a pair of an
input symbol i ∈ I and an output symbol o ∈ O, so that the input symbol can be
any symbol that is not used in any transition originating from the given state. This
assumption is necessary to preserve the deterministic property of the FSM.
• Removing a state corresponds to removing all the edges with their associated labels
that originate from or lead to the node and removing the remaining isolated node.
• Changing the output label of a transition corresponds to removing the label of the
transition and adding a new label that has the same input symbol as but a diﬀerent
output symbol than the removed label.
• Changing the next state of a transition can be achieved by composing two previously
discussed FSM fault operators: removing a transition and then adding a transition
with the same start state and the same input–output label.
• Adding a state with one incoming and one outgoing transition can be produced by
the composition of adding a state, adding a transition that originates from this state,
and changing the next state of a transition so that it leads to the added state.
The output label change and the next state change of a transition are frequently applied
steps in changing system speciﬁcations because they preserve the deterministic property
of the FSM. Adding a state with one incoming and one outgoing transition is also a
frequently applied step as it prevents the added state from becoming isolated. However,
some changes described above may not preserve the strongly connected condition of the
FSM. This is not a problem in our case, because the algorithm proposed in Section 6.4 is
able to show if the strongly connected condition does not hold after a series of changes is
applied to the graph of speciﬁcation FSM M .
In the following, the graph representation of FSMs is used to describe the algorithms,
thus the FSM fault operators discussed above are used in the graph representation form.
In the following, it is assumed that if an edge is added or removed then its edge label is
also added or removed in the way described above for the case of adding a transition.

6.2

High-level View

Similarly to previous approaches solving the Directed Chinese Postman Problem (DCPP),
our solution – which keeps the TT test sequence up to date across changes – consists of two
parts: Keep Graph Eulerian (KGE, presented in Section 6.3), which maintains a graph
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to keep it Eulerian after changes, and Keep Euler Tour (KET, presented in Section 6.4),
which maintains the Euler tour in this updated Eulerian graph.

Figure 6.1: The block diagram of the incremental maintenance of Transition Tour
The high-level view of our approach is presented in Figure 6.1. The upper part of the
ﬁgure shows the traditional generation of the TT test sequence: FSM M is transformed
into an Eulerian graph GE and an Euler tour in GE is generated. The Euler tour of graph
GE corresponds to the TT test sequence of FSM M , which can be applied to the system
under test (SUT). The lower part of the ﬁgure shows how the sequence of changes aﬀects
the generation of TT. The changes turn FSM M into FSM M ′ . Instead of repeating
the previous operations on M ′ , the KGE algorithm (proposed in Section 6.3) maintains
graph GE across the given sequence of changes to keep it Eulerian; the resulting graph is
denoted by G′E . The KET algorithm (introduced in Section 6.4) maintains the Euler tour
of G′E , which corresponds to the TT sequence of the modiﬁed FSM M ′ . Then this TT
test sequence can be applied to the modiﬁed system (SUT v2). Note that the results of
the algorithms can be used as an input for the next iteration.

6.3

An Algorithm to Keep the Graph Eulerian

In this section, an algorithm called Keep Graph Eulerian (KGE) is proposed to keep graph
G′E Eulerian through changes if GE has been Eulerian.
An edge of the original graph G or G′ is called a black edge. An edge is called a red
edge if it is a duplication of a black edge of the original graph to be transformed in an
augmented Eulerian graph GE or G′E . In the rest of this thesis, let us denote the number
of red edges in the augmented graph by χ.
The KGE algorithm consists of two main logical units, which solve two diﬀerent subproblems:
1. A procedure that balances a given pair of nodes which has become unbalanced.
2. A main task that determines how the diﬀerent types of changes make the nodes of
graph GE unbalanced, and uses the procedure above to balance them.
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First, a quick overview of the KGE algorithm is given along with a demonstration
through an example. Detailed solutions to Subproblems 1 and 2 are presented in Sections
6.3.1 and 6.3.2, respectively.
In a nutshell, the KGE algorithm creates new green edges between nodes, which have
become unbalanced after the changes. The KGE algorithm substitutes these green edges
into a sequence of red edges by duplicating some of the black edges that are present in
the original graph. First, the path between two unbalanced nodes is found by breadthﬁrst search, the edges of this path are added to G′E as red edges, called on-path edges.
After that, the algorithm checks whether the new on-path edges produce cycles with
other red edges. If they do, then the algorithm deletes these cycles, i.e. eliminates the
corresponding red edges. The reason why cycles can be eliminated is that each red edge
has a corresponding black edge. Thus each edge of the original graph will be covered by
the Euler tour of G′E and the length of this tour can be reduced with the elimination of
cycles formed by red edges. To determine and delete the cycles consisting of red edges,
the KGE algorithm identiﬁes the SCCs of the graph made up of red edges using Tarjan’s
algorithm [86].
When the KGE algorithm terminates, all unbalanced nodes have become balanced1 .
The resulting graph G′E will become Eulerian and the subgraph on the red edges is again
acyclic.
s1

s3

s4

s2

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

Figure 6.2: KGE algorithm example
KGE algorithm example: The following example demonstrates, how the KGE
algorithm keeps the graph balanced after a change has been made. The following notations
are used in the ﬁgures: solid lines represent black edges (i.e. the transitions of the FSM).
Red edges, which make the graph balanced, are shown with dotted lines. Green edges are
1

If it is not possible to balance all unbalanced nodes (because the given sequence of changes broke the
strongly connected condition), this is also highlighted by the algorithm.
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represented with dashed lines.
We have an Eulerian graph GE of FSM M – see Figure 6.2(a) – and an edge change
s3 → s4 ⇒ s3 → s1 that turns it into G′E of FSM M ′ – see Figure 6.2(b).
The KGE algorithm creates a green edge that originates from the new destination
node (s1 , where deg + (s1 ) < deg − (s1 )) and leads to the old destination node (s4 , where
deg + (s4 ) > deg − (s4 )) of the changed edge – see Figure 6.2(c). Then it runs a breadth-ﬁrst
search in order to substitute the green edge. The s1 → s2 → s4 path is selected and added
to the graph as red edges – see Figure 6.2(d). In the next step, the algorithm identiﬁes the
SCCs consisting of red edges. SCC1 = {s1 , s2 }, SCC2 = {s3 }, SCC3 = {s4 } components
were found. Only SCC1 contains more than one node. Thus, the algorithm runs a depthﬁrst search in SCC1 of red edges from the last node s2 of the component’s path-section in
order to ﬁnd cycles made up of red edges. The s2 → s1 edge is found, which forms a cycle
with the s1 → s2 on-path edge, making the algorithm delete this cycle. As no more red
edges remain in SCC1 , the algorithm terminates – the result is shown in Figure 6.2(e).

6.3.1

Balancing unbalanced nodes

This section discusses the procedures that substitute the green edge between two unbalanced nodes and eliminate cycles consisting of red edges in more detail.
Procedure A: Substituting the green edge sy → sx :
• STEP 1: Create a new green edge from sy to sx .
• STEP 2: Make a depth-ﬁrst search on red edges from sx to sy to check if the new
green edge forms a cycle with red edges.
– STEP 2.1: If Yes: Delete the whole cycle. Then the procedure terminates.
– STEP 2.2: If No: Substitute the green edge step by step:
∗ STEP 2.2.1: Run a breadth-ﬁrst search from sy to sx on the black edges
of the graph. Select a shortest path from sy to sx , and create red edges
– referred to as on-path edges – for each edge along this sy → . . . → sx
path. If such path does not exist, then the algorithm shows that the given
changes have broken the strongly connected property of the graph and the
algorithm terminates.
∗ STEP 2.2.2: Identify the SCCs of the graph of red edges using Tarjan’s
algorithm [86].
∗ STEP 2.2.3: In each non-singleton SCC eliminate cycles with a depthﬁrst search on red edges except on-path edges using procedure B to be
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deﬁned below.
Procedure B: Eliminating cycles in SCCC :
• STEP 1: Mark all nodes that lie on on-path edges – referred to as on-path nodes –
in SCCC with C.
• STEP 2: Let the consecutive on-path edges in SCCC found by procedure A be
denoted by pC . Get the last C node sb of pC while it is to be found; if no more C
nodes remain, the procedure terminates.
– STEP 2.1: Run a depth-ﬁrst search from sb on red edges of SCCC that have
not yet been visited, except for on-path edges pC .
∗ STEP 2.1.1: If a path qb→a from node sb to an on-path node sa marked
with C is found, then the edges of qb→a create a cycle with consecutive
on-path edges pa→b . Thus, delete the edges of qb→a and pa→b . Remove the
C marking for all on-path nodes of pa→b except for the ﬁrst on-path node
sa . If only one node remains in C (the ﬁrst on-path node in SCCC ) then
remove its C marking.
∗ STEP 2.1.2: Otherwise, all investigated red edges are assigned a visited
marker. If all red edges reachable from the C node sa are marked as visited,
then remove the C marking from node sa .
In order to show the correctness of the KGE algorithm, following two claims will be
proven.
Lemma 6.3.1 After STEP 2.2.1 of procedure A, any non-singleton SCC of red edges that
is discovered in STEP 2.2.2 contains consecutive subset of on-path edges.
Proof:

The red edges formed a DAG before changes. The reason for this is that

Chinese Postman Algorithms generate optimal solutions and assuming unit cost for each
edge, red edges cannot form cycles (otherwise cycles consisting of red edges can be deleted,
which makes a better solution, thus the original solution was not optimal). Thus, each
non-singleton SCC of red edges has at least one on-path edge.
For the consecutive property, assume that this is not true, and the v1 → . . . → u1 and
v2 → . . . → u2 (v1 6= u1 6= v2 6= u2 ) sections of consecutive on-path edges, which do not
overlap, are found in the same SCC, but the u1 → . . . → v2 section is not. Let this SCC
be denoted by SCCX . There is a directed path from each node of SCCX to any other
node of SCCX . Thus, there is a directed path from u1 to any other node of SCCX and
v2 is reachable from any other node of SCCX . Conversely, from each node of the missing
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u1 → . . . → v2 section any other node of SCCX is accessible, and from SCCX all nodes
of the missing u1 → . . . → v2 section are accessible. Thus, the u1 → . . . → v2 section of
consecutive on-path edges belongs to SCCX . This contradicts the initial assumption.
Lemma 6.3.2 After procedure A terminates, the graph of red edges remains DAG.
Proof:

As the graph of red edges had been a DAG before the changes took place,

cycles can only be formed with new red edges added by procedure A described above. If
a green edge has formed a cycle with red edges, it is eliminated in STEP 2.1 of procedure
A. Otherwise, procedure A substitutes the green edge into a sequence of red edges and
identiﬁes SCCs of red edges. The new red edges that lie between diﬀerent SCCs do not
form cycles with other red edges, otherwise they would belong to a non-singleton SCC.
All new red edges that used to belong to a non-singleton SCC have been deleted in the
cycle elimination phase of procedure B or veriﬁed not to form a cycle with other red edges.
Thus, no cycles are left when procedure A terminates.
When procedure A terminates, the subgraph on the red edges remains acyclic. Our
solution does not guarantee to ﬁnd a minimal cost Eulerian graph, however, the simulations
in Section 6.6 show that it is close to the optimal solution produced by traditional, batch
algorithms even in the case of extensive changes.

6.3.2

Handling Changes

Let us investigate in the following, how the diﬀerent types of changes discussed in Section
6.1 unbalance the nodes of GE and how this can be handled using the procedures described
in Section 6.3.1.
The algorithm goes through the given sequence of changes and handles them in the
following ways:
Adding an edge: If the added edge is a loop, i.e. its source and the destination
nodes are the same, then the graph remains balanced, thus no further action is required.
Otherwise, two nodes become unbalanced: the source and the destination of the new edge.
Let these nodes be denoted by sx and sy , respectively. Using procedure A (described in
Section 6.3.1) create a new green edge between these unbalanced nodes – from node sy
where deg − (sy ) > deg + (sy ) to node sx where deg − (sx ) < deg + (sx ) and substitute it.
Removing an edge: If the removed edge is a loop, i.e. its source and the destination
nodes are the same, then the graph remains balanced, thus no further action is required.
Otherwise, two nodes are unbalanced after a given edge has been removed: the source and
the destination of the removed edge, denoted by sy and sx , respectively. Create a new
green edge from node sy to node sx , and then substitute it. If the removed edge has red
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copies, remove them as well and create green edges for these red copies2 . If one or more
nodes have become unreachable after the change (i.e. the strongly connected assumption
does not hold anymore), then the algorithm reveals this when it substitutes the green edge
sy → sx step by step: it visits every edge with breadth-ﬁrst search from node sy and there
are still unreachable nodes.
Changing the output symbol in the label of an edge: The given change modiﬁes
only an edge label of the graph, but does not aﬀect its structure; the graph remains
Eulerian.
Changing the destination of an edge: After the destination of an edge is changed,
two nodes become unbalanced: the old destination sx and the new destination sy of the
changed edge. Create a new green edge from node sy to node sx , and substitute it. If
the changed edge has red copies, change their destination also and create a green edge for
each of these red copies2 .
Adding a node with one incoming and one outgoing edge: A new node is
added to the graph with a new edge originating from it, and the destination of an existing
edge is changed so that it leads to the new node. Let the destination node of the new
edge originating from the added node be denoted by sy and the previous destination node
of that edge leading now to the newly added node be denoted by sx . If sy = sx , then
the graph remains balanced, thus no further action is required. Otherwise, two nodes are
unbalanced: sy and sx . Create a new green edge from sy to sx and substitute it.
Removing a node: After the selected node and all edges originating from or leading
to it are deleted, the following method is applied to each removed edge:
• If an edge originating from the removed node, then the in-degree deg − (sj ) of node sj
that the removed edge was leading to is decreased by one: deg − (sj ) := deg − (sj ) − 1.
• If an edge was leading to the removed node, then the out-degree deg + (sk ) of node sk
that the removed edge originated from is decreased by one: deg + (sk ) := deg + (sk )−1.
For all unbalanced node-pairs one by one3 :
• Create a new green edge from a node sy where deg − (sy ) > deg + (sy ) to a node sx
where deg − (sx ) < deg + (sx ) and then substitute it.
The algorithm terminates when all nodes of the graph have become balanced.
2
In this case, we do not need to run breadth-first search again as the shortest path from sy to sx was
found previously.
3
It is possible that after the change has been applied the graph remains balanced (for instance the
removed node was an isolated node or for each node, where incoming edges have been removed the same
number of outgoing edges have been also removed). In this case no green edge is added and substituted.
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An Algorithm to Maintain the Euler tour

In this section, an algorithm called Keep Euler Tour (KET) is proposed to keep an Euler
tour update in an Eulerian graph. The input of the algorithm consists of (1) an Euler
tour in graph GE before the changes in next-node representation (see Section 3.4.2), (2)
the list of changes and (3) an Eulerian graph G′E (with black and red edges) generated
by the KGE algorithm proposed in Section 6.3. As the Euler tour is given in next-node
representation, its maintenance can be reduced to the maintenance of a spanning tree T S
(the edges of which are directed towards the root). Without loss of generality it is assumed
that the spanning tree T S comprises exclusively of black edges.
First, the terms and notations used in the description of the algorithm are introduced.
Let the ordered list of edges originating from node sx be denoted by Lx and the ordered
lists of edges for all nodes by L = {L1 , . . . , Ln }. The edges of the spanning tree T S are
referred to as spanning edges. Let us mark by CHAN GED, abbreviated as CHG the
following set of nodes: (i) nodes for which the directed path in the spanning tree are
removed or changed during the update process, (ii) nodes which are added to the graph.
A work set is also used to keep track of these nodes, for which the new spanning edge has
not yet been generated – denoted by CHGW ork . As a result, an edge is a valid spanning
edge of node sx (except for root node sr ), if it has the last sequential number in Lx , and
sx does not belong to the set CHGW ork . A subtree of the spanning tree T S having node
si as root will be referred to as T Ssi .
The algorithm consists of three main logical units:
1. Procedures that describe frequently used steps that can be applied to update the
Euler tour through edge changes.
2. A main task that determines how the diﬀerent types of changes aﬀect the next-node
representation of the Euler tour and uses Procedures 1 to maintain it.
3. A task that constructs a subgraph for CHGwork nodes in order to create new spanning edges for them.
A quick overview of the KET algorithm is given along with a demonstration through
an example, then the details of the three units of the KET algorithm are described in
Sections 6.4.1, 6.4.2 and 6.4.3, respectively.
The KET algorithm maintains for each node sk , k = 1, . . . , n the sequential numbers
in Lk so that the spanning edge remains the last one in the ordered list of edges Lk . If a
spanning edge has been removed, the algorithm tries to ﬁnd a new spanning edge, which
leads to a node, that has a valid spanning edge. If this is not possible, the node is put into
the set CHGwork . Another procedure is introduced to maintain L when a green edge has
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been substituted by the KGE algorithm. After the given sequence of changes has been
handled, the KET algorithm creates spanning edges for CHGwork nodes.
When the KET algorithm terminates, the resulting L with root node sr gives a valid
Euler tour of G′E in the next-node representation form.

(a)

(b)

Figure 6.3: KET algorithm example
KET algorithm example: The KET algorithm will be demonstrated with the example introduced in Section 6.3: edge change s3 → s4 ⇒ s3 → s1 turns Eulerian graph
GE of FSM M (Figure 6.3(a)) into G′E of FSM M ′ (Figure 6.3(b)). Again, the black edges
(i.e. the transitions of the FSM) are represented with solid lines, and the red edges – which
make the graph balanced – are shown with dotted lines. The labels of edges correspond
to the sequential numbers of edges in L used by the TT test sequence. The bold edges
represent the edges of spanning tree T S.
The KET algorithm maintains an Euler tour with the root s1 and the spanning edges
{s2 → s1 , s3 → s4 , s4 → s2 } – see Figure 6.3(a) – as they have the last sequential numbers
in L2 , L3 and L4 , respectively. The changed s3 → s4 edge was a spanning edge in the
Eulerian graph GE , so the starting node s3 is put into the sets CHG and CHGW ork . The
algorithm discovers that the s3 → s1 edge leads to a non-CHGW ork node, so it marks
s3 → s1 as a spanning edge, i.e. this edge receives the last sequential number in L3 . When
the green edge was substituted with the KGE algorithm, one red edge was created and
one red edge was removed, which did not aﬀect the spanning tree, but modiﬁed the order
of edges in L2 – the ﬁnal solution is shown in Figure 6.3(b). The TT test sequence of the
modiﬁed FSM M ′ is started at root node s1 of the spanning tree T S and always uses an
unused edge that has the lowest sequential number in the ordered list of edges, until s1 is
reached and all edges of node s1 are traversed.
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Maintaining the ordered list of edges

In this section, a detailed description is given for the procedures that handle frequently
used steps in the maintenance of the Euler tour given in next-node representation form.
After the graph has been balanced with the KGE method proposed in Section 6.3, the
following procedures are needed to maintain the Euler tour of G′E :
Procedure 1 Adding a new non-spanning edge to node sx : The new edge is added
to the graph as follows: the order of old edges in Lx remains unchanged,
except for the last edge – the spanning edge – the sequence number of which
is raised by one to remain the last in Lx . The new edge gets the second
highest sequential number in Lx (in order to avoid the shifting of sequence
numbers in Lx for each non-spanning edge that has existed previously).
Procedure 2 Adding a spanning edge to node sx : The edge is added as the last
element of Lx .
Procedure 3 Removing a non-spanning edge from node sx : If the removed edge has
been the last non-spanning edge in Lx , then the sequential number of the
spanning edge in Lx is decreased by one. Otherwise, the last non-spanning
edge gets the sequential number of the removed edge in Lx and the sequential
number of the spanning edge is decreased by one in Lx .
Procedure 4 Removing a spanning edge from node sx : The algorithm adds all nodes
of the subtree T Ssx to the sets CHG and CHGW ork . Then it checks whether
there is another edge originating from node sx that leads to a non-CHGW ork
node.
• If Yes: The edge is set as a new spanning edge, i.e. it gets a last
sequential number in Lx . All nodes of the previously used subtree T Ssx
are removed from the set CHGW ork .
• If No: The algorithm creates new spanning edges for CHGW ork nodes
after all changes have been applied to the pattern that is described in
Section 6.4.3.
Procedure 5 Green edge substitution handling: As a green edge was substituted
by the KGE algorithm, two cases could have occurred: red edges (on-path
edges) were added or some red edges (that formed a cycle with on-path edges)
were removed. As the spanning tree contains only black edges, the algorithm
maintains the sequential numbers in L using procedure 1 and 3.
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Handling changes

In this section, the main task is described in detail which determines how the diﬀerent
types of changes introduced in Section 6.1 aﬀect the next-node representation of the Euler
tour and how they can be handled with the procedures discussed in Section 6.4.1.
The KET algorithm goes through the given sequence of changes and handles them in
the following ways:
Adding an edge: Check whether the new edge originates from a CHGW ork node –
a node which does not have a valid spanning edge4 – and leads to a node that does not
belong to the set CHGW ork . If it does, the new edge is marked as a spanning edge using
procedure 2 and the source node of this edge is removed from CHGW ork . Otherwise, the
new edge is added using procedure 1. If a green edge has been substituted by the KGE
algorithm, it must be handled using procedure 5.
Removing an edge: Check whether the removed edge was a spanning edge and then
the given edge is removed using procedure 3 or 4. If a green edge has been substituted by
the KGE algorithm, it must be handled using procedure 5.
Changing the output symbol in the label of an edge: No action is required.
Changing the destination of an edge: Check whether the changed edge originating
from node sx was a spanning edge.
• If it was, and it still leads to a non-CHGW ork node, it remains a spanning edge;
nodes of subtree T Ssx are added only to the set CHG.
• If the changed edge was a spanning edge, and after the change it leads to a CHGW ork
node, then procedure 4 is used.
• Otherwise, do nothing.
As a green edge has been substituted by the KGE algorithm, it must be handled using
procedure 5.
Adding a node with one incoming and one outgoing edge: We add the new
node to the set CHG. The edge that originated from the new node is a new spanning
edge, if this edge leads to a node which is not in the set CHGW ork . If this edge leads to a
node that belongs to the set CHGW ork , then the new node is added to the set CHGW ork
as well. A part of the change is that the destination of an edge is changed in order to lead
to the new node; this is being handled by the case changing the destination of an edge,
described previously. If a green edge has been substituted by the KGE algorithm, it must
be handled using procedure 5.
4

This case may be realized if a spanning edge has been removed in a previous step.
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Removing a node: Check whether there are any nodes that have a spanning edge
leading to the removed node. Let sk denote these nodes.
• If No: Do nothing.
• If Yes: We add these sk nodes and all nodes in subtrees T Ssk to the sets CHG and
CHGW ork . For all k we check whether there is another edge originating from sk to
a non-CHGW ork node.
– If Yes: We set this edge as a spanning edge, i.e.

this edge gets the last

sequential number in Lk . The investigated node sk and other nodes in T Ssk
are removed from the set CHGW ork .
– If No: The algorithm creates new spanning edges for CHGW ork nodes after
all changes have been applied to the pattern described in Section 6.4.3.
If a green edge has been substituted by the KGE algorithm, it must be handled using
procedure 5.

6.4.3

Creating new spanning edges

In this section, the task which creates new spanning edges for CHGW ork nodes will be
discussed in detail.
After all changes have been applied, we construct a subgraph of G′E denoted as R
in the following way: (I) For each CHGW ork node there is a corresponding node in R.
(II) For each black edge between CHGW ork nodes there is an edge in R. (III) If there is
an edge in G′E originating from a CHGW ork node leading to a non-CHGW ork node, the
given CHGW ork node in R is marked with the corresponding edge. We select the marked
nodes, set the marked edges as new spanning edges and remove the marked nodes from
CHGW ork . Then we run a breadth-ﬁrst search in R from the ﬁrst marked node using the
opposing edge directions. If we reach a CHGW ork node, we remove it from CHGW ork and
set the edge that was used to reach that node as a new spanning edge using procedure
2. We continue the breadth-ﬁrst search using the opposing edge directions until the set
of CHGW ork nodes becomes empty or until every edge in R (that can be traversed from
marked nodes using breadth-ﬁrst search) is traversed.
When the KET algorithm terminates, the nodes that belong to the set CHGW ork are
nodes from which the root of the spanning tree T S are unreachable. Thus, the algorithm
is able to show if the strongly connected condition does not hold after a series of changes
is applied to the augmented graph GE of FSM M .
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Complexity Calculation

Let the number of nodes and black edges in the original – non-augmented – graph be
denoted by n and m, respectively. Let the number of red edges in the augmented graph
be denoted by χ.
In the following subsections, we concentrate on the time complexity of the KGE and
KET algorithms. The space complexity of the two incremental algorithms remains the
same as that of the batch TT-method; O(m + n + χ) = O(m + χ).

6.5.1

Complexity Calculation of the KGE Algorithm

First, the complexity of procedures described in Section 6.3.1 is discussed. To create a
green edge from sy to sx requires O(1) steps. To make a depth-ﬁrst search on red edges
and to check if the green edge forms a cycle with red edges both have complexity of O(χ).
The breadth-ﬁrst search from sy on black edges has complexity of O(m + n). Tarjan’s
algorithm [86] identiﬁes the SCCs of red edges in O(n + χ) complexity. To run depth-ﬁrst
search in each SCC and to delete cycles formed by red edges require O(n + χ) steps.
Thus, the total time complexity of green edge substitution described in Section 6.3.1 is
O(m + n + χ) = O(m + χ).
Let us investigate the time complexity of the KGE algorithm across diﬀerent types of
changes (see Section 6.3.2). Adding an edge or adding a node with one incoming and one
outgoing edge requires O(m + χ) steps as at most one green edge substitution is required.
If a black edge is removed or the destination of a black edge is changed and no red copies
of the changed black edge were present, then O(m + χ) steps are required for the reason
discussed previously. If the changed black edge has red copies, the algorithm creates and
substitutes a green edge for each red copy of the changed black edge, but in this case no
breadth-ﬁrst search is performed during green edge substitution (see footnote 2 of Section
6.3.2). Thus, the complexity is O(m + ρ1 · (n + χ)), where ρ1 denotes the number of
modiﬁed edges (including the black edge and its corresponding red copies). In case a node
is removed, the algorithm creates at most ρ2 green edges, where ρ2 denotes the sum of
black and red edges leading to the removed node from other nodes. Hence the complexity
of removing a node is O(ρ2 · (m + χ)). Changing the output symbol in the label of an edge
requires O(1) steps, because this change does not aﬀect the structure of the graph.
Thus, the total time complexity of the KGE algorithm is O(ρ · (m + χ)), where ρ
denotes the number of changed (black and red) edges in GE .
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Complexity Calculation of the KET Algorithm

Procedures 1-2 have O(1) complexity for obvious reasons. Procedure 3 can be also implemented with O(1) complexity; for each edge a label denotes its sequential number in the
ordered list of edges Lx and a doubly linked list is used to point to the previous and next
edge in Lx . Procedure 4 has O(n) complexity, because if a spanning edge was removed
from a node, n − 1 nodes were added to the sets CHG and CHGW ork in the worst case.
The complexity calculation for procedure 5 is as follows: when a green edge is substituted
by the KGE algorithm, at most n − 1 red edges are added or removed, so procedure 5 updates the sequential numbers in L for at most n − 1 edges, each one with O(1) complexity
using procedure 1 or 3. Thus, procedure 5 has O(n) complexity in the worst case.
The complexity of handling changes depends on the type of the change (see Section
6.4.2). Changing the output symbol in the label of an edge requires O(1) steps for the
same reason as discussed in Section 6.5.1. Adding an edge or adding a node with one
incoming and one outgoing edge requires O(n) steps because of procedure 5. If a black
edge was removed or the destination of a black edge was changed and no red copies of
the changed edge were present, O(n) steps are required because of procedures 4 and 5.
If the changed black edge has ρ1 − 1 red copies, the ﬁrst algorithm has also created and
substituted a green edge for each of them, so the complexity of this case is O(ρ1 ·n). When
a node was removed, the ﬁrst algorithm created and substituted ρ2 green edges, each of
them must be handled with procedure 5 with O(n) sets, and a maximum of n − 1 nodes
are added to the sets CHG and CHGW ork , thus the complexity of this case is O(ρ2 · n).
Finally, the KET algorithm creates a subgraph R of G′E for CHGW ork nodes as discussed Section 6.4.3, which requires O(∆) complexity, where ∆ < m denotes the number
of edges in R.
Thus, the total time complexity of the KET algorithm which maintains an Euler tour
of G′E is O(∆+ρ·n), where ρ denotes the number of changed edges in GE and 0 ≤ ∆ < m.

6.5.3

Overall Complexity

The total time complexity of the KGE and KET algorithms that incrementally maintain
a Transition Tour test sequence is therefore O(ρ · (m + χ)) in the worst case, where ρ
denotes the number of changed edges in GE .
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Simulation Results

Both the traditional TT-method as well as the proposed algorithms have been implemented
in C++ using the LEMON [2] library. The presented incremental algorithms utilize the
auxiliary information generated initially by batch algorithms – as shown previously in
Figure 6.1. To be able to compare batch and incremental algorithms for the same system
version, test cases for the modiﬁed machine M ′ were generated with the batch method as
well. To investigate the performance of the batch and the incremental algorithms, their
execution time were measured. Due to the selection of the programming language and
the fact that the ratio of the execution times of the batch and incremental algorithms are
mainly investigated, it gives representative results. For the simulations operating system
Linux Gentoo 3.4.6 was used, which ran on an AMD Opteron 246 processor with 1993
MHz clock frequency, 1024 KB cache and with 4 GB memory.
Random FSMs were generated to investigate the practical performance of the traditional and the incremental TT-method. The random FSM generator ensures the strongly
connected property in the following way: a directed cycle is created that traverses each
state of the FSM, then transitions are added randomly until the predeﬁned number of
transitions has been attained.
The case when transitions were added to or removed from the original FSM was investigated. These types of changes can be easily handled, and they give representative
results, because they are frequently used changes in iterative development processes and
the proposed incremental algorithms use similar steps in case of other type of changes.
In the following, the performance of the incremental algorithms against the traditional
TT-method will be analyzed. Two diﬀerent scenarios are investigated: in Scenario 1 each
state of the FSM before changes – denoted with M – has 5 transitions on average, and in
Scenario 2 each state of the FSM M has 25 transitions on average. Each data point in
the ﬁgures was obtained by averaging 10 simulation runs.

Figure 6.4: Running times of incremental TT and batch TT in Scenario 1
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Figure 6.5: The gain of the incremental TT compared to the batch TT in Scenario 1

Figure 6.6: The diﬀerence in the number of transition traversals compared to the optimal
solution in Scenario 1
First, consider Scenario 1. Figure 6.4 shows the running time of the traditional TTmethod and the incremental TT-method in the case of 10 changes. Note that a simulation for 900 states has also been performed: in that case the running time of the batch
TT-method was 100.72hrs while the running time of the incremental-TT method (for 10
changes) was only 1.61 sec. Instead of investigating execution times, it is more preferable to analyze how the running times of the traditional and the incremental TT-method
correlate. Let us deﬁne the variable Gain, which describes the gain of the incremental TT-method compared to the traditional TT-method and it is calculated as follows:
Gain =

ttradT T
tincT T

, where ttradT T is the running time of the traditional TT-method, and

tincT T is the running time of the incremental TT-method measured in seconds. The results for 2, 10 and 50 changes are shown in Figure 6.5. The KGE algorithm does not
guarantee an optimal solution, however the simulations in Figure 6.6 indicate that the
diﬀerence from the optimal solution is not signiﬁcant. Another important aspect is that
the diﬀerence of the length of the test sequence compared to the optimal solution does not
increase against the number of states.
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Figure 6.7: Running times of incremental TT and batch TT in Scenario 2

Figure 6.8: The gain of the incremental TT compared to the batch TT in Scenario 2
Let us also investigate Scenario 2, when the given FSM M is denser; on average 25
transitions are set for each state of M . Figure 6.7 presents the running time of the
traditional TT-method and the incremental TT-method for 10 changes. Note that a
simulation for 300 states has also been performed: in that case the running time of the
batch TT-method was 41.75hrs while the running time of the incremental-TT method
(for 10 changes) was only 0.24 sec (Gain ≈ 620 000). Figure 6.8 shows the gain of the
incremental algorithm compared to the traditional one for 2, 10 and 50 changes. Figure
6.9 depicts the diﬀerence of the number of transition traversals compared to the optimal
solution. We ﬁnd that in the case of denser graphs, the incremental algorithm is even
more eﬃcient compared to the traditional one, and the generated solution is even closer
to the optimal one.
Let us also investigate how the number of changes aﬀect the increase in the length
of the test sequence compared to the traditional TT-method. In Scenario 3, the number
of states is ﬁxed at 50, and each state of the machine has 5 transitions on average as
in the case of Scenario 1. Each data point in the ﬁgure was obtained by averaging 50
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Figure 6.9: The diﬀerence in the number of transition traversals compared to the optimal
solution in Scenario 2

Figure 6.10: The diﬀerence from the optimal solution against the number of changes in
Scenario 3
simulation runs. The results are presented in Figure 6.10. We observe that even in the
case of thousands of edge changes, the diﬀerence from the optimal solution is typically less
than 20 percent, which is in most cases an acceptable cost in the light of the increased
performance in test generation.
In Scenario 1 and 2 the gain of the incremental algorithm compared to the traditional
one has been presented by marginal distributions to provide easy observability of the
trends. However, joint distribution of number of states and average number of outgoing
transitions from a state has also been investigated. In Scenario 4, a simulation is performed
for 10 changes for all combinations of the following input parameters: (1) number of states
from 5 to 100 in 5 increment steps, (2) average number of outgoing transitions from a state
from 2 to 10 in 1 increment steps. The observed Gain values are presented in Figure 6.11.
The results show a trend that is in line with the observations of Scenarios 1 and 2: The
Gain increases if the size of the system (i.e. the number of states or the average number
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Figure 6.11: The gain of the incremental TT compared to the batch TT in Scenario 4
of outgoing transitions from a state5 ) increases. Note that the number of output symbols
does not have any eﬀect on the performance of batch and incremental TT algorithms, as
they provide a test sequence that traverses through all states and transitions of the FSM,
but the generation is independent from the output labels in the edge.
The experiments show that our solution is far more eﬃcient than the traditional TTmethod in case of changing speciﬁcations. Our algorithms require much less time to keep
the test sequence up-to-date than the batch TT-method and they perform even better as
the size of the system increases. It has been shown, that the generated test case is close
to the optimal one even in the case of thousands of changes.

6.7

Application Example for Protocol Testing

In this section we investigate how the incremental TT-method can be used for protocol
test purposes with an example that is similar to the one presented in Section 5.6.4.
We construct an FSM step-by-step that describes the functionality of the user agent
client (UAC) during the registration process of SIP [49] over TCP transport layer. The
constructed FSM is based on the corresponding speciﬁcation description of 3GPP [8].
Initially, the FSM of UAC describes only the easy, all-successful way of working of the
SIP registration process – see Figure 6.12. The UAC starts at initial state NotRegistered
5

In case of completely specified (deterministic) FSMs, the number of outgoing transitions from a state
is the same for all states and is equal to the number of input symbols p.
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Figure 6.12: SIP registration UAC FSM with base functionality
and upon a user init request it sends a Register request to the registration server and goes
to state AwaitRegResponse. When the conﬁrmation message 200 OK of the registration
server is received, the UAC notiﬁes the user about successful registration with message
done and the FSM of UAC goes to state Registered. When an exit request is received from
the user, the UAC sends a Deregister message to the registration server and waits in state
AwaitDeregResponse till any response is received from the server or a Response timeout
message occurs. When one of these triggering functions occurs, the UAC notiﬁes the user
with message done and goes again into the initial state NotRegistered.
Then new functionalities are added step-by-step:
1. Handle negative responses for registration requests: If other than a 200 OK
response (i.e. a negative response) has been received for the Register request, then
the FSM of UAC should go back to the initial state NotRegistered and output to the
user that registration was unsuccessful.
2. Silent discard: If no response has been received for registration requests within
a predeﬁned time, a Response timeout has been received and the UAC sends the
Register request to the registration server again and goes to state AwaitRegResponse.

3. Reregister functionality: When a Registration timeout message is received in
state Registered, the UAC should send a ReRegister message to the server and go to
state AwaitRegResponse (note that in this case as in Section 5.6.4 some simpliﬁcation
is made as this action is triggered by an internal timer before the client actually
receives Registration timeout).
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4. Interval too brief : Upon the receive of 423 Interval Too Brief the UAC sends a
Register message to the server again (with an enlarged expiration time value) and
stays on AwaitRegResponse till it receives message 200 OK.
5. Handle of authentication: If the server replies with message 401 Unauthorized,
then it requests authentication. In this case the UAC should send the authentication
data received by the user (note that as in Section 5.6.4, only the signalling level is
investigated).
The FSM of UAC with the new functionalities described above is presented in Figure
6.13.

Figure 6.13: SIP registration UAC FSM with added functionalities
In our simulation the TT test sequence was generated initially by the batch TTmethod and after each new added functionality the test sequence is generated by the
proposed incremental algorithm. Note that as in previous section, the test sequence for
each modiﬁed FSM was also generated by the batch algorithm to be able to compare their
performance.
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Added functionality

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Handle negative responses for registrations requests
Silent discard
Reregister functionality
Interval too Brief
Handle of authentication

Gain Length of test
(x)
sequence (batch
algorithm)
1.6
10
3.6
11
1.5
13
3.4
14
3.7
15

Length of test sequence (incremental algorithm )
10
11
13
14
15

Table 6.1: Simulation results of a step-by-step SIP registration FSM development
The simulation results are presented in Table 6.1. For changes 1 and 3 the Gain of the
incremental algorithm compared to the batch TT-method were 1.6 and 1.5, respectively.
The better performance of incremental algorithm compared to the batch TT-method is in
line with expectations, as the batch algorithm needs to balance 3 nodes in the corresponding graph of the FSM6 from scratch, while the incremental algorithm needs to balance only
the nodes corresponding to the start and next state of the added transition. For changes 2,
4 and 5, the incremental algorithm performs even better compared to the batch algorithm.
The reason for this is that since the previous development step the Eulerian graph GE
of the FSM of UAC has remained balanced, while the batch algorithm must balance the
corresponding graph of the FSM from scratch. Please note that the performance of the
incremental TT algorithm compared to the batch TT-method signiﬁcantly increases if the
changes are applied to bigger models as seen previously in Section 6.6.
During the simulation the length of the test sequence after all changes was equal to
the one generated by the batch algorithm, i.e. it remained optimal length. Note that the
generated Transition Tour for SIP registration UAC FSM in Figure 6.13 is signiﬁcantly
shorter, than the checking sequence of its counterpart FSM in Figure 5.22 in Section 5.6.4
(although for the latter one, the FSM is needed to be extended to a completely-speciﬁed
FSM with loop edges for all undeﬁned state-input pairs based on the approach of [78]).
Thus for larger systems, if transition and state coverage are adequate, the incremental-TT
method may be more suitable than the incremental-HIS method.
The presented example showed that the incremental TT-method is suitable for the test
generation of step-by-step development processes such as Agile.
6

After development step 1 nodes corresponding for states NotRegistered, AwaitRegResponse, AwaitDeregResponse and after development step 3 nodes corresponding for states NotRegistered, Registered,
AwaitDeregResponse need to be balanced.
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Conclusion

In this chapter, bounded incremental algorithms have been proposed for maintaining a
Transition Tour test sequence of an FSM speciﬁcation across updates. The presented solution utilizes existing information on the previous system version to keep a test sequence
eﬃciently up-to-date. The resulting test sequence has the same fault detection capability
as the one generated by the traditional TT-method. Both complexity analyses and experiments show that this approach is very eﬃcient in the case of large, changing speciﬁcations.
Therefore, the algorithms are applicable in usual testing environments – such as software
testing – throughout development phase, because they provide much faster test generation than the traditional approach, while the increment in the length of the test sequence
remains acceptable. As a result, our approach assures a good balance between the very
eﬃcient generation of test sequence through updates and the nearly optimal length of this
test sequence.
Note that, the presented solution can be also used in non-FSM based protocol and
software testing or to optimize vehicle movements in a given city or district if for instance
a given street is closed.

Chapter 7

Summary
In this chapter, a brief summary is given of the presented results that have been achieved
in the current thesis. The possible applications and future directions are also discussed.

7.1

Incremental Maintenance of a Checking Sequence

7.1.1

Contribution

Thesis 1 [C1] [C6] I have proposed two incremental algorithms to keep a checking sequence updated across changes if the system specification is given as a deterministic, completely specified, strongly connected FSM with reliable reset capability. The algorithms
utilize an existing test set of the previous version of the specification to efficiently generate
the result for the updated specification.
The algorithms proposed in Chapter 5 have the following advantages:
• They maintain a complete test set, a checking sequence across changes, which guarantees to ﬁnd all output and transfer faults.
• They can be used separately for various testing purposes. For instance, they can be
used to detect undesirable eﬀects of development such as a given subset of states
becoming unreachable or indistinguishable.
• They support change-focused testing, i.e. functional testing of the parts of the machine which are aﬀected by the changes of the development steps. If only the new
features and their eﬀects are tested, a signiﬁcant amount of resources can be saved.
• They support regression testing, since they keep the test cases unchanged which
correspond to parts of the machine that are not aﬀected by the given sequence of
changes.
92
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The following claims were discussed in the dissertation:
Thesis 1.1 [C1] [C6] I have created an algorithm to maintain a State Cover Set from a
given s0 initial state. The proposed algorithm updates the given State Cover Set only over
states that are affected by the given sequence of changes. The algorithm is able to detect if
the original assumption on strongly connected capability does not hold after the sequence
of changes has been applied.
Thesis 1.2 [C1] I have proven that the time complexity of the incremental algorithm for
maintaining a State Cover Set described above depends only on the extent of changes, and
can be described as O(p · ∆Q ), where 1 ≤ ∆Q ≤ n.
Thesis 1.3 [C1] [C6] I have created an algorithm to maintain a separating family of sequences over changes. I represented the separating family of sequences as a spanning forest
over an auxiliary directed graph, where each node of this auxiliary graph corresponds to a
pair of states of the state transition graph. The proposed algorithm updates the spanning
forest only over state pairs that are affected by the given sequence of changes. The algorithm is able to detect if the original assumption on the minimized machine does not hold
after the sequence of changes has been applied.
Thesis 1.4 [C1] I have proven that the time complexity of the incremental algorithm
for maintaining a separating family of sequences described above depends on the extent of
changes, and can be described as O(p · ∆Z ), where n ≤ ∆Z ≤ n2 .

7.1.2

Possible applications of the results

The proposed algorithms can speed up both test generation and test execution in most
iterative development scenarios. The presented solution can be used in any model-based
testing approach, such as testing of communication protocols and software. For example
the given solution is applicable to test web portals, where the pages, the links, the parameters of HTTP requests and the text of the pages correspond to the states, transitions,
input symbols and output symbols of FSMs, respectively1 . In Section 5.6.4 the maintenance of a checking sequence has been investigated through the step-by-step reﬁnement
of the registration process of SIP [49].
The fact, that the algorithms keep the test cases of the unaﬀected part of speciﬁcation
unchanged, is also a huge beneﬁt for the test engineer. For instance, a leading software in
the ﬁeld of industrial model-based testing tools, Conformiq Designer [1] stores the already
1
Similarly to the example of Section 5.6.4, it can be assumed that for all undefined state-input pairs
the FSM produces a null output and stays in the current state.
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generated test sets of previous system versions and reuses them if possible2 . Conformiq
Designer does not seem to generate the new test cases faster3 in the case of changing
speciﬁcations, but it does not force the designer to learn a completely diﬀerent structure
for the test cases of the new system version if a high proportion of old test cases from the
previous system version are reusable. Thus the presented incremental algorithms are ﬁt
into the Agile working process.

7.2

Incremental Maintenance of Transition Tour

7.2.1

Contribution

Thesis 2 [J2] [C7] I have proposed two cooperating algorithms to maintain the Transition
Tour test sequence across changes if the system specification is given as a deterministic,
strongly connected FSM. The algorithms utilize existing information generated for the
previous version of the specification to efficiently create the test sequence for the updated
specification.
The algorithms proposed in Chapter 6 have the following advantages:
• They maintain a test set sequence, which provides 100 percent coverage of all the
states and transitions of the speciﬁcation machine, while the length of the test sequence remains almost the shortest possible solution.
• As the execution of the TT test sequence requires much fewer steps than generating
it with a batch algorithm, a signiﬁcant amount of time can be saved with my solution
under many circumstances.
• They require much fewer assumptions about speciﬁcation and implementation machines than other methods do.
The following claims were discussed in the dissertation:
Thesis 2.1 [J2] [C7] I have created an algorithm which keeps every node of the given
Eulerian graph balanced across changes. The proposed algorithm guarantees that the subgraph on the augmenting edges remains acyclic, thus it avoids the overly increase of the
given graph across the given sequence of changes. The algorithm is also able to detect
if the original assumption on strongly connectedness does not hold after the sequence of
changes has been applied.
2

This new feature appears first in Conformiq Qtronic 1.3 in 4th April of 2008, nearly a year after
our [C1] paper.
3
The internal working of Conformiq Designer is unknown, because it is not an open source tool. However, it seems to be that it checks with brute force if the old test cases are applicable for the new version
of the system.
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Thesis 2.2 [J2] [C7] I have created an algorithm that incrementally maintains the Euler
tour described in the next-node representation form. The algorithm utilizes the Euler tour
of the previous system version, and modifies only the parts that are affected by the given
sequence of changes. The proposed algorithm is more efficient than traditional solutions in
the case of small changes. The algorithm is also able to detect if the original assumption
on strongly connectedness does not hold after the sequence of changes has been applied.

7.2.2

Possible applications of the results

Typically, model-based testing case studies deal only with state and transition coverage
[33]. Thus the TT-method, which provides a coverage of all the states and transitions of
FSMs, is adequate for most circumstances and it has much shorter test sequence than that
of the length of checking sequence generated by the HIS-method.
For software testing in which case the new code is compiled and tested only a few
times, test generation of batch TT-method requires much more time than the execution
of the test sequence. The proposed algorithms can eﬃciently speed up test generation of
evolving speciﬁcations, thus my algorithms can save a signiﬁcant amount of resources in
the automated testing process.
In Section 5.6.4 it is investigated how the proposed algorithms can be used for protocol
testing purposes through the step-by-step reﬁnement of the registration process of SIP [49].
Note that the proposed incremental algorithms can be also applicable to non-FSM
based systems for protocol and software testing.
The properties described above make the algorithms suitable for the Agile working
process.

7.3

Future directions

A possible future investigation is to extend the proposed algorithms to other problems and
models. For instance the algorithms could be modiﬁed to deal with extended ﬁnite state
machines. The proposed incremental methods that keep spanning forests, spanning trees,
augmenting graphs updated should be extended with the investigation of how diﬀerent
changes aﬀect the variables and the operations over these variables and thus, the resulting
test suite. Note that to handle the increasing complexity introduced by variables and their
operations, the strict rule used by thesis group 1 that guarantees to ﬁnd all faults (if the
predeﬁned assumptions are hold) should be relaxed to restrict the size of the generated
test suite. The algorithms proposed in Chapter 6 can be also extended to other, non ﬁnite
state machine-based models; for example they can be applied in a grey-box environment
to provide more observation and thus more fault detection capabilities. Another future
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objective would be to adapt the incremental approach for adaptive test methods. For
example the incremental algorithm of thesis group 1 can be modiﬁed to incrementally
maintain the decision trees of the H-method [24].

7.4

Overall Conclusion

To conclude, I have proposed several incremental test generation algorithms which are very
eﬃcient in the case of large, evolving system speciﬁcations. Various assumptions about
speciﬁcation machines and diﬀerences in test cases (length of the entire test sequence vs.
fault coverage) provide good scalability to the test engineer. With the incremental HISmethod (presented in Chapter 5) either a complete checking sequence can be maintained
through a series of changes, or one can focus on the functionalities of the changed and unchanged parts of the evolving system. The incremental TT-method (presented in Chapter
6) is capable of updating a short test sequence that traverses all the states and transitions
of the speciﬁcation machine and its application is not restricted to black-box conformance
testing. The proposed algorithms are able to detect undesirable eﬀects of changes to the
speciﬁcation, e.g. when the original assumptions regarding to the speciﬁcation (such as the
strongly connected or reduced machine assumptions) no longer hold after the development
steps have been applied.
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